Clemson receives Dow grant

► Film andfiber research
will be nationally recognized at Clemson.

ESIDMNCER/staff

IMPROVEMENTS: The Rhodes Hall engineering labs will be improved using
some of the grant money supplied by Dow Chemical Company.

$450,000, will be used to support
the continuation of research currently being conducted at the
University.
The
remainder,
$125,000, will go towards an
BRANDON SMITH
undergraduate lab. This lab is
'
news editor
located in Rhodes Hall and will
Clemson recently received a allow for students to work in an
generous donation from the Dow environment similar to what they
Chemical Co. The pledge of will be in after graduating. It is
$575,000 will be split into two- considered to be a hands on expeseparate portions in an effort to rience. The lab opened last August.
benefit the University's work in
The University is one of many
the fields of film and fibers research facilities in the country
research. The pledge came after dealing with extensive studies into
alumni within the company such scientific fields. According to
forged a plan to invest the money Charles Gooding, head of the
in the student body of the chemical engineering department,
University.
there are over 20 other universities
A large portion of the money, involved, but Clemson is the only

one dealing with the films and
fibers concept.
"The center places Clemson as
the leading university dealing
with films and fibers," said
Gooding.
"It's the only research center
devoted to fibers and film
research," said Dan Edie, the centers director and holder of the Dow
Chemical
Professorship
of
Chemical Engineering. "We are
not an up and coming University
when it comes to fibers and film
studies. We are the it."
"The fiber and film research
being conducted at the center is
really at the heart of some of our
SEE
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[TWO-WHEELED ACTION]

ppi

BRIE MCCHMMOND/M.if!

SNAIL MAIL: BlackwellJohnson addresses a package
Wednesday afternoon in the Union post office.

BIKER BABE: Ashley Bryant gets around on one of campus's most popular vehicles: a moped.

SHOOTING THE BREEZE
Motorcycles make getting there part ofthe fun
DEBRA STURGEON-GARRCTT

staff writer

Spring Break! Just hearing the
words conjure up images of the
sun, the smell of coconut oil, and
an escape from classes for a whole
week. Listen around campus, you'll
hear students talking of spring break
and we are just over a month into the
semester. Some are going to Florida or
Mexico, and some to St. Thomas, just to
name a few of the sunny locations students want to visit over the break.
Just in case you do not have the
cash or the means to go on an extravagant trip, try jumping on the back of a
motorcycle and cruising to wherever
the road takes you. Pack a backpack
and follow your nose, it always knows.
If you do not own a motorcycle of your
own, then rent one from a local location at the beach or ride with a friend.
At one time the hot spot to be on
spring break was Daytona Beach, Fla.
This bustling town on the eastern
coast of Florida hosts the start of
Nascar racing with the Daytona 500.

Then right behind the race is Daytona
Bike Week. This biking event is sponsored by Harley-Davidson
Motorcycles, and lasts from February
26 - March 7.
Just four to five hours away, right
here in South Carolina, is Myrtle Beach
Bike Week from May 12 -16. This interferes with Maymester classes, but if
you are free till summer I classes begin,
this one would be perfect. You will see
lots of chrome and steel, bathing suits
and leather, bike shows and races, and
thousands of other kindred souls.
The week after HD bike week in
Myrtle Beach, the town hosts a bike
week for sports bikes. This time you
will see a younger crowd of people on
bikes with names like Kawasaki,
Suzuki, Yamaha and Honda. "Ricerockets" is a popular slang name for
sporting race style bikes.
According to Judith Waldrop in
American Demographics, "During the
1980s, the average age of American
motorcyclists increased from 27 to
32.5." The magazine article goes on to
say, "The typical motorcyclist is a mar-

ried man with some college education.
He also has a household income of
$33,200...The West has the highest
share of women riders, 8 percent.
Women who ride motorcycles are less
likely than average to be married, and
...slightly younger than men who ride."
Harley-Davidsons are the most
sought after motorcycle in the world,
including Japan and Europe. They
make up 40 percent of the total market sales of motorcycles. They are more
than just a motorcycle. It is a look, a
sound, a riding position, a certain style
that other manufacturers try to, but
cannot, emulate. It is not the fastest or
the most modern in cutting-edge technology. In fact, most Japanese engines
are pushing into new frontiers with
performance and power technology.
The Harley seems to be the dinosaur in
engine technology, but the Harley
offers intrinsic rewards to the biker.
"Ride to Live, Live to Ride," is the motto
for the Harley group. Looking for something else to do on spring break or over
SEE

Campus post
office still
rates average

► Post office is up to par according to study,
but students are stilt dissatisfied.
KRISTI DEVUN

assistant news editor

A student-run research project recently examined a
few aspects of the student post office, like how long it
takes mail to get to University students. Many students
may be surprised to find out that the results show the
biggest problem facing the office is one of perception,
not actual performance. Despite the results, many students remain dissatisfied with the University's Student
Post Office's service.
University junior Tom Wolfe believes that his opinion speaks for many students. "I think that our mail is
coming in on a horse with three legs," he said.
Brooks Williams, an MBA student and graduate
assistant in the University's office of public affairs, led
a two-part study that was designed to investigate
aspects of the mail's process time in the student post
office.
The study was broken down into two parts. First,
coded post cards mailed to University students from
different towns within the state were tracked. The
amount of time that it took the cards to reach the students' mailboxes was recorded. The second part isolated the amount of time it took for a sampling of mail to
get to the University post office itself. The study's
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BRIEFS
Scientific Society
Recognized
Sigma Xi, the national scientific research society, has
awarded the University a certificate of excellence for outstanding chapter activity during
the '97'98 year.
The chapter was selected
for promoting research at all
educational levels.
Promotional activities
included undergraduate and
graduate symposia. They also
made many presentations at
local schools, awards to students and teachers, and an
innovative high school
research grant program.

Clemson Alumnus
Becomes Supervisor of
University's Walker Golf
Course
CLEMSON — The president
of the Carolinas Golf Course
Superintendents Association
has been named superintendent of Clemson's Walker Golf
Course.
Donald C. Garrett Jr. has
taken the Clemson post after
nine years as director of golf
and landscape maintenance at
the Dataw Island Club in
Beaufort.
Originally from Six Mile,
Garrett began his career at the
Pickens Country Club. He
worked as an intern at the
Greenville Country Club and
participated in bentgrass
research while earning a bachelor's degree in horticulture
from Clemson.
After graduating in 1985,
he held positions as either
assistant superintendent or
superintendent at three
Charleston-area courses —
Osprey Point, Turtle Point and
Marsh Point — before joining
the Dataw Island Club in 1990.
"Don is highly experienced
in golf course construction,
renovation and grow-in, including the building of greens to
USGA specifications," Martin
said. "We're excited to have a
person with his experience and
expertise join our team."

New Nature-Based
Sculpture Underway in
Botanical Gardens
Clam shells, boulders,
trees, meadow grasses, reeds
and moss are among the materials that artist Karen McCoy
uses in her nature-based sculptures.
Now, the Kansas City artist
is bringing her vision to the
sculpture program in the South
Carolina Botanical Garden at
Clemson.
The garden's nature-based
sculpture program has been
hailed as the only one in the
country that specializes in this
particular art form and as the
only one in the western hemisphere in which the sculpture
becomes a long-term landscape feature rather than a
temporary creation.
McCoy is constructing her
sculpture here in the form of a
collection of rammed earth
cubes leading from the Lark
Wildflower Meadow into the
trees and to the stream.
Students, faculty, staff and
community members are invited to visit the site to observe
or participate in the creative
process.
This work is the sixth
nature-based sculpture to be
created through a partnership
of the garden, the Rudolf E.
Lee Gallery and the landscape
architecture program, with affiliates in the English, art and
horticulture departments. It
was made possible by accommodations tax funds from the
city of Clemson.
Currently McCoy is an associate professor of art and chair
of sculpture at the Kansas City
Art Institute in Missouri.
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Impeachment ordeal not forgotten
► For some, the proceedings ended leaving
more questions than
answers.
HEATHER BUXTON

staff writer

One week ago today, the
United States Senate found
President Bill Clinton not
guilty on charges of perjury
and obstruction of justice,
ending the highly public
impeachment hearings and
sexual misconduct scandal.
As a trial-weary country
turns to other national concerns, however, many people
still adhere to their fixed
opinions on the matter, both
nationwide and here in
Clemson, suggesting that
this situation is still significant in American society
and will be for quite some
time.
The president's affair
with
intern
Monica
Lewinsky was first made
public in January 1998 as
part of the Paula Jones sexual harassment case. The
affair
spread
quickly
through the media, leading
the president to deny any
misconduct.
Independent
Council
Kenneth Starr proceeded
with the investigation,
bringing his allegations of
perjury and obstruction of
justice to the House of
Representatives
in
September.
The House Judiciary
Committee used Starr's
report to formulate and
approve four articles of
impeachment, two of which
were found to be impeachable offenses in a full House
vote in December.
The two approved articles
of perjury and obstruction of
justice were then handed
over to the Senate, whose
trial began Jan. 7,1999. After
more than a month of hearings and debates over witnesses and procedure, the

Senate voted not guilty on
both charges on Feb. 12.
"Is respondent William
Jefferson Clinton guilty or
not guilty," asked Chief
Supreme Court Justice
William Rhenquist.
The senators replied no,
55-45 on the charge of perjury and 50-50 on the charge
of obstruction of justice.
Immediately following the
final ruling, a
motion
to
censure the
president
was vetoed
56-43, essentially ending
the question
of
the
impeachment in the
formal legislative setting.
The question is far
from over in
the minds of
ma n y
Americans,
however,
including
many
at
Clemson.
Opinions at
Clemson are
varied,
though, and
students and
professors
alike
still
attempt to
determine
exactly what ____ „..__
their views
LAST:
are.
Within the political science department, professors
are split as to whether or not
Clinton should have been
impeached. More conservative professors believe that
Clinton was indeed guilty
and has irreparably damaged the presidency.
"The fact that he perjured
himself is pretty clear," said
David Woodard, professor of
political science. "I fear that
this is a major watershed

Wainscott emphasized
that the highly emotional
and sensitive circumstances
in which Clinton lied need to
be taken into consideration.
"I don't think lying is ever
excusable, but it matters
what he lied about," he said.
"I would've been more concerned if he lied about spitting on the sidewalk."
Contrary to the view that
an acquittal
damages the
ability
to
enforce
morality,
Wainscott
argued that
the silver lining of the
scandal and
trial is a
strengthening of morality by bringing it to
national
attention.
"It renews
the opportunity for us to
come face to
face
with
important
questions like
this."
Professors
do agree upon
the procedure
followed by
Congress and
approve of its
adherence to
• the constitu_,.
,
,
'
tion.
Clintonjaces the nation after his acquittal
"I'm satisfied that the
cy has been irrevocably dam- system
worked.
Once
aged."
impeachment has started, I
Other Clemson political don't see any constitutional
scientists see Clinton's way to stop it," said
actions as matters concern- Wainscott. "Once you turn
ing his private life and rtot over the rock, you have to go
the country as a whole.
ahead and find out what's
"I never did think that under it."
what Clinton did constituted
"He was brought to the
willful damage to the repub- bar of justice," said Woodard.
lic," said Stephen Wainscott, "That's the important thing."
director of the Calhoun
Clemson students were
College honors program and also divided in their views of
professor of political science. the trial and acquittal.
event in the culture when the
president is above the law."
According to Woodard,
Clinton violated the trust,
faith and honesty demanded
by his office and the
American people.
"Even if it didn't rise to
high crimes and misdemeanors, I think clearly he
broke [the people's trust]," he
said. "The Clinton presiden-

"I think it was ridiculous,"
said Drew Slusser, a freshman in mechanical
neering. "I'm upset wit?
way the party line split <
pletely He's guilty. He sh^
be impeached."
Other students echcl
Slusser's concerns over partisanship.
"I was really annoyed that
[Democrats] were making it
out to be a partisan thing,"
said Mike Helvie, a senior in
speech and communications.
Partisanship could not be <
avoided, though, according
to Woodard.
"You can't expect people
not to be partisan," he said.'
"That's the nature of the
House. The House is the most
partisan place in the country."
Students also disapproved of the length and
repetitive tendencies of the
trial.
"It was a lot of the same
stuff over and over," said
Helvie. "They were right in,
doing what the constitution
said. The overdoing it (witnesses, repeating facts) was
too bad."
.
"I'm just glad its over
with," said Kelly Koziol, a
sophomore
accounting
major. "I didn't think he'd be <
impeached. Most people, if
they do thing like that, are
going to lie."
Most everyone agra
whether they agreed
impeachment or acquitta
that the matter should be
laid to rest now that the trial'
is over.
"It wouldn't do anything,"
said Woodard. "It would just
open up a wound."
"I think its about time to
drop it," said Koziol.
The lasting effects of the ,
impeachment trial remain to
be seen, such as their effect
on the upcoming 2000 elections. The second impeach-,
ment trial in U.S. history and
the events surrounding it
will not be easily forgotten.
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STUDENTGOVERNMENTSPEAKS

There is a common
ty and belittle our national
bond which ties each
reputation. Every time a
and every Clemson
student cheats on a test or
student together. No, it is
plagiarizes a paper, the
not the pursuit of a cold
value of our degrees is
beer, or the anticipation of
cheapened. These students
the weekend. Rather, there
hurt not only themselves,
is a goal which we all share
but the entire population of
regardless of one's race,
current Clemson students
creed, gender, background
and the alumni who have
or major
come
field of
before us.
study.
Therefore,
Jeff Davis
Every stuwe must
dent at
student senate
all work
this institogether
academic affairs
tution is
to ensure
chairman
pursuing a
that the
degree
value of
that will bear the name of
the Clemson degree is in no
Clemson University.
way degraded.
These degrees, which
Now, I'm not saying that
hang on the walls of alumni cheating runs rampant on
across the nation and which campus. Nevertheless, we all
will one day hang from the
know that it exists.
walls of future alumni, are
In the fall semester of
very dear to many of us and 1998, a committee of stureflect Clemson's national
dents, faculty and adminisreputation. They are a symtrators convened for the
bol to the world of one's
purpose of creating a statehard work, perseverance
ment on the common valand dedication in the purues we hold regarding this
suit of higher education.
institution's academic
Yet, there are those
integrity. After several
among us who would deval- meetings of creative insight,
ue the Clemson degree.
the following statement was
These people choose not to
agreed upon:
take the high road in their
"As members of the
studies. They look for shortClemson University comcuts which damage
munity, we have inherited
Clemson's academic integri- Thomas Green Clemson's

vision of this institution as a
'high seminary of learning.'
Fundamental to this vision
is a mutual commitment to
truthfulness, honor, and
responsibility, without
which we cannot earn the
trust and respect of others.
Furthermore,'we recognize
that academic dishonesty
detracts from the value of a
Clemson degree. Therefore,
we shall not tolerate lying,
cheating, or stealing in any
form."
This statement, which
has passed muster with the
Academic and
Administrative Councils,
will begin surfacing in the
Clemson University New
Student Handbook, the
Clemson University
Undergraduate
Announcements, and the
University course registration packets in the fall of
1999.
Indeed, Dr. Curris praised
the statement and the student initiative which
brought it about. It is our
hope that this statement
will be a prevalent
reminder of the academic
values we hold dear.
However, this statement
means absolutely nothing
unless we act on it. We can
talk all day long about
respect, trust and responsi-

bility, yet we must effectively integrate our actions
with our words.
Each and every day, we
face decisions regarding
how we act. We face decisions about whether or not
to finish reading assignments, complete homework,
or study for tests. Yet, in
order for this statement to
mean anything, the students of Clemson must
decide that they will work
for their degree, and not
engage in activities which
would compromise the
value of a Clemson degree.
Each student who
engages in academic dishonesty makes a decision to
do so. When faced with the
option of taking a shortcut
that will compromise academic integrity, we must
encourage students to
choose the high road of
study and preparation.
Indeed, student government is taking steps to preserve the worth ofa
Clemson degree. The creation of the statement on
academic integrity is a
prime example, and we
would like to do more. Some
of the departments on campus have already implemented honor codes.
Studies have shown that
schools with honor codes

have a lower incidence of
cheating or academic'dishonesty.
We would like to hear
from you, the students, on
this matter. Do you feel that
an honor code is the direction we should move
toward in order to preserve
academic integrity, or are
the preventive measures in
place sufficient?
The Student Senate
Academic Affairs
Committee is committed to %
the reduction of academic
dishonesty at this great
institution. We welcome
any ideas you may have on
an effective means for curbing cheating, and we would
appreciate any suggestions
you may offer regarding
academics on campus. We
can be reached at
CUSG@Clemson.edu.
Upcoming Events
•Student Body Presidential
and Vice Presidential
Debate. Thursday, February
24 at 9 p.m. in the Student
Senate Chambers.
•Elections for student body
president, vice-president
and Student Senate. Online:
Tuesday, March 2,12 a.m.-4
p.m. Tiger Stripe:
Wednesday, March 3,9 a.m7 p.m. across campus.
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Kellogg report encourages five initiatives
^ Makingservice a central
part of the University's mission is urged by the report.
MACKIE ALL

staff writer

In the third report drawn up by
the Kellogg Commission on the
Future of State and Land-Grant
Universities, a call was issued for an
.increase in public service for all
universities.
The 27-member commission,
which includes presidents of colJeges from all over the United States
and including Clemson's President
Curris, meets by way of a grant
from the WK. Kellogg Foundation
«to the National Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges.
These reports are created in
Girder to offer advice and guidance
to all universities across the nation.
Created in 1996 by the appointment of select presidents, the commission involves itself in "discussion of the future of the land-grant
(and all other) universities, and
decides how the universities will
mature in order to move into the
next century," said Provost Stephen
Rogers.
"Their objective is to offer advice
#
.to other universities that might not
have the time to step back and
assess their problems as a college,"
^aid Cathy Sams in the Office of
Public Affairs. "This particular
report asks what a university can
do to get students involved in outride activities."
Called "Returning to Our Roots:
The Engaged Institution," the
report focuses on the idea that pub-

lic service will ultimately be highly
beneficial for a university and its
students, ensuring that higher education is not "out of touch and out
of date."
"Public service has been a part of
Clemson's mission since its founding.. It has been a defining characteristic of land-grant universities,
but this report urges us to go
beyond the conventional, one-way
notion of public service and truly
engage businesses, families and
communities in meaningful partnerships," Curris said. "Through
these partnerships, we can define
problems, share goals and agendas,
develop common definitions of
success, and pool or leverage
University, public, or private funds."
The report encourages universities to make service a central part of
institutional mission and develop
an engagement plan measured
against specific criteria outlined
within the report.
It also encourages interdisciplinary scholarship and research
throughout the University. The
development of incentives to
encourage faculty involvement in
engagement efforts is also a desired
item.
Lastly the need to secure stable
funding to support engagement
initiatives.
"Public and land-grant universities face a growing public perception, fair or unfair, that we are aloof
and out of touch, arrogant and out
of date," said Commission Chair
Graham Spanier, president of The
Pennsylvania State University.
"This report provides a strategy for
how we can do better-by creating
engaged institutions that serve our
communities and the nation

through true partnerships, sharing political figures and national lead- about the issues, concerns and chaland reciprocity."
ers.
lenges facing citizens of this state.
"We have a lot of expertise here
"A consistent theme is a recom- We can then determine how our
[at Clemson] and a lot of students mendation that we should spend resources might be applied to help,"
who need experience. There is a time in communities of South Curris said. "That's the first step in
three part mission: teaching, Carolina listening and learning becoming an engaged institution."
research
and
public service,"
said
Sams.
"Students can
take what they
learn on campus
and apply it to
the areas of community need. It's
an objective to
get
students
involved; for students to get experience working
in the community, such as the
architecture students helping
with downtown
revitalization."
Curris noted
that the recommendations of
the report were
not unlike the
recommendations issued by
the Commission
on the Future of
Clemson
GETTING DIRTY: Jeremy Bishop ofRidgeville; Matt Farfour of Aiken; Tomi
University,
Garrison of Salem; Kate McAninch ofBaltimore, Ma.; Curt McBride of
which involves
Summerville; Kevin Thomas oflyman; coach Bill Smith, Clemson agronomy pro15 committees,
fessor, and assistant, Kellee McCarley,graduate student.
each reviewing a
specific part of
After winning second place in the Southeast Regional Soils Contest, the Clemson
the University
University Soils Team will be one of three teams from the Southeast to compete in
for the duration
the national contest at the University of Alabama in Tucson March 25-26. Seventyof one year, and
five students from 11 universities participated in the regional competition at the
includes CEOs
University of Tennessee in Knoxville, where Matt Farfour placed seventh individually.
of major companies, legislators,
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[STAFF EDITORIAL]

Concert alcohol sales contradict new policy
Recently, alcohol has been a major issue on campus. Ever since a provider, serve alcohol during Strait's Sunday concert. Aramark has
study conducted by the Harvard School of Public Health discov- already filed the necessary paper work and has paid the Sunday
ered the University's drinking problems, the administration has exception fees in order to serve the thousands that will attend this
been making an effort to put a stop to underage drinking and alco- event.
hol abuse among students. Quite a few members of student governThis sounds like an excellent plan and it makes sense. Instead ot
ment have campaigned for this new policy as well.
cracking down on a pastime that many students enjoy, the
This mere public relations spectacle of an alcohol policy tries to University needs to shift its focus toward combating the antiquatcurb alcohol problems through disciplinary action and by provid- ed laws that are still on the books in South Carolina. The blue laws
ing a safe and exciting alternative to the drinking lifestyle. Amidst that prevent the sale of alcohol on Sunday are outdated and they
all of this cqntroversy the University has, been
should be changed - even the administration
able to secure one of the biggest concerts of
acknowledges this through their actions.
the year. George Strait is slated to play in Death
However, instead of allowing exceptions t3
Our Position:
Valley on Sunday, March 28, and ironically,
the law, the law should be done.away with.
the show is actually going to serve alcohol.
Since you can buy an exception to the law,
The administration was very pleased by
what is the purpose of the law in the first
the ability of the University to pull in such a
place? Our nation is based on equality, and
high publicity event. Officials were so excited
laws that allow certain people to buy an
that they forgot about the new alcohol policy
exception to the law threaten the very respect
they had created, which is fine by us students
that our legal system commands. This blii?
- we actually prefer it this way. In fact, to avoid
law is un-American and it should be amendbeing hypocritical, the University needs to do
ed or abolished.
away with or at least revise the alcohol policy.
By allowing exceptions to the law, South Carolina also hurts thgContradicting the alcohol policy by serving alcohol to students businesses that are not able to get the exception. The University and
and community members is not a new practice in Clemson. Aramark are large entities, and they have the time and resources to
Obviously, the University does not have a problem with selling the guarantee a legal exemption. However, smaller establishments and
thing that it discourages the use of. For some time now, students local bars that would also like to profit from the festivities might'
have been able to go to Edgar's Pub or the Madren Center and pur- not have the resources or time to buy off the law.
chase alcohol on campus. Students can even use their Tiger Stripe
A law that allows activities only during certain days of the week
card at these locations.
is extremely illogical and has no place in modern society. Blue law*
The University's administration does not really have a problem are a relic of religious fanaticism and anyone who disagrees with
with alcohol. They prove this by their actions. In the case of the the sale of alcohol on Sunday should not purchase alcohol on
George Strait concert, the University has even gone to bat for us Sunday.
over the sale of alcohol. It is certain that by now, even out of state
This inequitable law has been recognized by students for a long
students have realized that alcohol sales are prohibited on Sunday time, and now it has come to the University's attention thanks to
in South Carolina.
this concert. Students and the administration must ignore old disHowever, this day of sobriety does not stop the University. They agreements and join hands in the fight against this antiquated blue
are determined to let Aramark, the University's food service law.

The blue laws preventingthe sale of
alcohol on Sundays
should he amended.

SPEAKINGOUT
How do you feel about beer and wine sales on Sundays?

Meetings are held Sundays at 7 p.m. in
Room 904 of the Student Union.
Letters to the editor should be typed,
double-spaced, and should include the
author's name, signature, and phone
number (plus major and class if applicable). They will be checked for authenticity. Letters may be edited for clarity
and grammar.
The opinions expressed in the lead editorial are written by the editorial editor
and represent the majority view of THE
TIGER senior staff. In representing the
majority view, the lead editorial may not
represent the individual view of any
particular member.

I don't think it is a good
idea to regulate this kind
of sale on Sunday. People
are able to decide for
themselves whether to
drink or not.

I don't feel alcohol
should be sold on
Sundays because Sunday
is supposed to be holy
and that would take
away from it.

Raul Espinosa

Kristina McDowell

MBA
graduate student

chemistry
freshman

Beer and wine should be
sold on Sundays.
Charleston county is the
only county in the state
that allows it now. It is
time to move on with the
times.

Just because Sunday is
time for church doesn't
mean alcohol shouldn't
be sold. That is an old
tradition that needs to be
done away with.

Bert Baldwin

general engineering
freshman

ceramic engineering
sophomore

Caroline Addis

I think it should be
allowed in order to create
more revenue for business and more jobs.
Fen-ante Johnson

history
junior
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Tinky Winky sex scandal stuns our nation's youth

*0

ver the hills and far away,
| Teletubbies come to play..."
It is the theme song that
many one to
Ijpur-year-olds
have come to
know very well
in the past year.
• For those of
you who have
not
watched
children's televiMon for a while,
Teletubbies is a new series on PBS
that introduces young children to
the wonders and magic of technology in a safe and friendly way.
Tinky Winky, Dipsy Laa-Laa and
Po are four technological babies

who live happily together in their
own world of childhood imagination. Next to each other, the
Teletubbies love
children best of
all.
John Adam
Unfortunately,
Wickliffe
there is one
Teletubby who
web editor
might not be
telling the whole
truth about who
he loves. It has
been alleged that Tinky Winky is
gay. How is this possible? Well, the
Rev. Jerry Falwell suspects so,
telling parents in the February edition of the National Liberty Journal
that the purple character from the

TV show is a homosexual role
model.
To support his claim, the article
says that Tinky Winky has the
voice of a boy but carries a purse.
"He is purple - the gay-pride color;
and his antenna is shaped like a triangle - the gay-pride symbol."
The article continues to allege
that "the creators of the series
intend for Tinky Winky to be a gay
role model." A spokesman for Itsy
Bitsy Entertainment Co., which
licenses the Teletubbies in the
United States, objected to this view.
"The fact that he carries a magic
bag doesn't make him gay," Steve
Rice said. "It's a children's show,
folks. To think we would be putting

COMMENTARY

sexual innuendo in a children's
show is kind of outlandish."
Adding fuel to the fire was a
recent Washington Post editorial
that cast the character's photo
opposite that of Ellen DeGeneres in
an "In/Out" column. This drew the
conclusion that Ellen was '"out' as
the chief national gay representative, while Tinky Winky was the
trendy 'in' celebrity."
By making the statement that a
fictional character is gay, Falwell
has made himself out to be a fool. It
is ridiculous that Falwell actually
believes that Tinky Winky is a
homosexual role model. When I
was at the age of the current viewers of Teletubbies, I was a little more

concerned about whether I could
get some shoes like Mr. Rogers than
my sexual orientation. It also concerns me that purple icons such as
Barney and Grimace could be
labeled as homosexuals because of
the color of their fur.
Rev Falwell's web site lists him
as a pastor, educator and newsmaker. Because of his ludicrous comments, it seems that he mainly
wants to be a newsmaker, and in
doing so draws attention to his
ignorance.
John Adam Wickliffe isajunior
majoring in computer information
systems. E-mail comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

COMMENTARY]

The real business of the people

Welcome to the post-Lewinksy era

The aftermath - no, I'm not talking about
Dr. Dre's upstart record label formed
after the rapper/producer severed ties
with Death Row Records. His venture has
thus far failed, but Dre has budding superstar
Sminem to propel his label to glory, with the
title track, "My Name Is." I'd like to place a
few words after "is" to describe the new MTV
Jam phenomenon.
• Anyway, Dr. Dre is not what I wanted to
talk about during this post week of love.
Cupid was very busy giving couples a chance
at happiness. While preparing myself for
dtning out Saturday evening, I was listening
to the Halo Benders. The
song was "Magic Carpet"
and the words "love is in
everywhere" were being
repeated in the background. Having showered
after an afternoon of basketball, the song had me
in good spirits.
While waiting for my ride I surfed the
television waves and Fox News had changed
its screen caption from "Clinton on Trial" to
"The Aftermath." 1 thought the vote held
Friday was to end the fiasco, not start another chapter. The end is what the American
people - better known as the politician
employment agency - polled were in favor of.
But this is politics and I am trapped because I
o*re about what's going on. It's just the beginning.
On Sunday, Clemson strategist and supporter James Carville vowed to counterattack the opponents of his friend, the president. If Clinton isn't acting vindictive, I knew
someone in his camp had to play the card.
Then there are pending civil cases against
Clinton. And the Office of the Independent
Council is up for reevaluatidn in about a year.
Do you think Clinton is for the OIC, especial-

Fox News has already dubbed this the
"Post-Impeachment Era." CNN &
Company's Mary Tillotson has
declared that she "won't talk about
[impeachment] anymore." And news organizations all over are scurrying to keep their
heads above water in this bold new world
where the news might involve someone
other than Monica Lewinsky.
In keeping with the mainstream press's
no-Monica policy, I will be discussing other
issues. There might be one over here - no. I
know there are some other issues around
here somewhere. Oh! Here's one! In the first
congressional district of
Louisiana, currently represented by disgraced
once-speaker-to-be Bob
Livingston, a special election has been called for
May 1. Livingston, as you
may recall, stepped down
in December and will
retire from the House next month. The campaign to replace him is already quite crowded, but the premier candidate is none other
than David Duke. That's right ladies and
gentlemen, the former grand wizard or
whatever of the KKK, a potential member of
the U.S. House of Representatives! You gotta
love those crazy cajuns! But he does have
some opponents. Among them is wealthy
ophthalmologist Monica Monica, who - oh,
dadgummit! No more Monicas. I must
remember. Okay, let's try another topic.
Hmm. Gosh, this is so hard! I wonder how
Fox News is handling it. Let's find out.
"Senator, this poll clearly shows that the
majority of the American people are even
against censuring the president at this time.
What do you think this means for?" Click!
Never mind. I guess the rest of the press isn't
even going to try. I didn't really think they

ly when Starr has said he will continue
investigating? Let's see what comes in the
next 22 months of "renewal and rededication." Notice I didn't mention Social Security,
welfare or Medicare. But I thought the trial
ended so the work of the people could be
done. The PEA is not important, right?
The trial ended so the partisan chess players could recess and begin talking, lobbying,
and campaigning for 2000. Anything but
real business pertaining to us, the American
people.
I saw Senate Majority Leader Lott talking
about tax reform at a Republican public
forum on C-Span. Does he
think he can get support in
Congress since he couldn't
pull a simple majority vote
Otis Taylor
for his party to convict the
columnist
president? Besides it seemed
the forum was geared
toward criticizing Clinton,
instead of how to assist
Clinton. The Republicans lost. Clinton is our
president and the liberals still resided in the
White House last I checked. Our lawmakers
need to take their six-day vacation and
spread love like Cupid, instead of telling lies.
Some people around campus have told me
that it's unnecessary to worry about national
politics because they don't affect us. I asked
those people if they knew when our campus
elections were, since it obviously directly
affects us.
Then I asked if they ever voted. I have for
campus and national elections because I am
concerned with the outcomes, basically "the
aftermath." And my name is Da "O", also
known for the sharp elbow.
Otis Taylor is a senior majoring
in English. E-mail comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

would. Half of these news programs got
their start during the scandal, and they
want to hold on to their only real story for
as long as they can. But I didn't get my start
during the trial! At least, I don't think so. I
don't really remember anymore. When did
the thing start anyway, 1994?
Well, there is other political news, and
some of it might even be interesting. For
example, on Monday, Ohio Republican John
Kasich announced that he is planning to
run for president in 2000, making him only
the 3,427th person to do so. Or something
like that, I can hardly keep track of them all.
. One of the myriad candidates for the White
House is Republican New
Hampshire Senator Bob
Smith. According to the
Associated Press, the state
Democratic chairman up
there has publicly offered
$100 to the first
Republican officeholder, anywhere in the
nation, to publicly endorse Bob Smith for
president. No takers so far. I guess oP Bob's a
little thickheaded.
And everyone's favorite governor,
Minnesota's Jesse Ventura, has begun a campaign to recruit a viable Reform Party candidate for the 2000 race. Ventura is adamant
that he won't be the candidate, but he's
keeping mum on whether he's willing to
accept non-wrestlers for the position. He
says that he will not support Ross Perot.
Ross vs. Jesse in the ring, though - now that
would be fun. Heck, it might give the rest of
the press something to look forward to, here
in the Post-Lewinsky Era.
Matthew Smith is a senior majoring in
political science. E-mail comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Stupidity will persist
despite evolution
While I appreciate Christy
Cato's tongue-in-cheek use of the
term "evolution" to describe the
r^rsistence of annoying human
idiosyncrasies, I feel her definition
does it a disservice. As evolution is
often greatly misunderstood, I offer
tke following, much simplified
explanation in order to clarify the
concept.
Evolution is a change in the
gtne pool of a population over
time. A gene is a hereditary unit.
Darwin did not originate the theory of evolution, he only offered natural selection as a mechanism to
explain evolution over time.
Mutation is a change in a gene.
Mutations cause genetic variability
in individuals within a population.
Those individuals with a genotype
(genetic make-up) best suited to
environmental conditions are
"selected" and will leave more
viable young, they are more "fit." In
short, evolution is not progress, it is
rgerely adaptation. Genes mutate,
individuals are selected, populations evolve.
For natural selection to work on

stupidity in the sense Ms. Cato uses
it, the idiosyncrasies and thought- ■
lessness that bother her so much
would have to be heritable.
Natural selection cannot operate
unless genetic variability causes
differential reproductive success.
Since it is very unlikely the traits
that annoy her are heritable, evolution has nothing to do with their
perpetuation. I'm afraid we'll all
have to live with it.

driver and police officer that I only
had a credit card or check and the
truck driver immediately stated
that he only accepted cash, which I
did not have. The campus police
officer told me there was a teller
machine on campus near the
female dormitories, far east campus, where I could use my ATM
card and retrieve the $35. Being
unsure of the consequences of not
paying the truck driver, based on
the attitude of the campus police
David Vandermast
officer, I walked approximately 12
department of forest resources minutes, by myself, in the dark, to
the east campus teller machine and
retrieved the money. After paying
the truck driver I was able to leave.
The issue here is campus safety,
not the parking ticket. The police
This letter is in reference to an officer, or someone from the camevent that occurred at Clemson <pus escort service, should have
University the evening of February escorted me, or at least offered to
16, 1999, which deals with a cam- escort me, to the teller machine.
Because I am a 23-year-old female,
pus safety issue.
Upon returning to my car after being confronted with two large
parking in a bus parking space near men late at night is a little frightenCooper Library, I was confronted ing. Being a little frightened, at the
with a campus policeman, Larry time I left for the teller machine, I
Aiken, and a man with a tow truck was not necessarily thinking about
trying to tow my car. The truck dri- campus safety, but the police officer
ver stated that I owed him $35 for should have been.
I am a former student of
the tow truck fee, even though he
did not tow my car. I told the truck Clemson University and graduated

A letter to Police
Chief Lonnie Saxon

in May 1997. Because I am a former
student, I know of campus safety
events that have occurred in the
past. When I visit campus, I want
to feel safe, as all other students do.
I would appreciate a response

concerning this letter. Campus
safety should be a top priority for
the campus police department.

LASTG LANCE

Mary Jo Littleton

former student
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Landscape adds to Wren House
► Showcase home was honored hy the National
Arborist Association.
GENE STUART

staff writer
At a recent annual meeting, the
National Arborist Association recognized the Wren House for excellence in arboriculture. Located in
the South Carolina Botanical
Garden here at the university, the
house already enjoys the distinction of being a Southern Living
showcase home.
The association's Heritage
Award was bestowed upon the FA.
Bartlett Tree Expert Company of
Charlottesville, Va, for its recent
work beautifying and selectively
clearing trees from the grounds
adjacent to the house. Bartlett
earned this award not only for the
work that was done, but the manner in which it was accomplished.
According to Debbie Dalhouse,

public information director for the
Botanical Garden, "During the project,
Bartlett
representatives
demonstrated state-of-the-art techniques and safety procedures in
arboriculture for Clemson forestry
and horticulture students and faculty."
Created by the National
Arborist
Association,
the
Excellence in
Arboriculture
Awards program identifies companies and their clients who have displayed exemplary work and dedication to their trade.
"The Heritage Award is considered very prestigious, especially
within the society of tree care professionals," said Dalhouse.
The Wren House was first conceived as a visitor education center
for the Botanical Garden. Two additional buildings, the Bob Campbell
Museum of Geology and a small
cafe, have since been added to the
project.
All three of these edifices are

designed to resemble a typical Southern rural estate: a
manor house (the Wren
House), a barn (geology
museum) and a cottage (cafe)
are arranged in such a manner as to complement each
other.
Located at the intersection of Highway 76 and
Perimeter Road, the Wren
House is open year-round.
Operating hours for the Wren
House from June through
October are 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Monday - Saturday (closed
Wednesday) and 1-6 p.m.
Sunday.
Winter hours (from
November
through LIVING LARGE: The Wren House continues to win awards and gain national
February) are 10 a.m.-5 p.m. recognition as a Southern Living showcase home.
Monday - Saturday (closed
Wednesday) and 1-5 p.m. Sunday.
The house is closed on major holidays. The Botanical Garden as a
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Thurmond Institute hosts town meeting
► Congressman Graham
answered questions regarding President Clinton, as
well as local concerns.
JAMIE LAHY

staff writer

Lindsey O. Graham, congressman for the third district of South
Carolina, addressed a standing
room only crowd in one of his biannual town meetings. He discussed
the recent events in Washington
regarding the impeachment trial of
the president as well as other issues
of national concern.
The meeting was held on
Tuesday, Feb. 16, in the Strom
Thurmond Institute and was open
to the public.
Graham has been the representative of the third district for four
years and currently serves on the
Education and the Workforce
Committee, the National Security
Committee,
the
Judiciary
Committee, and the International
Relations Committee.
Graham did not believe that
action should be taken against the
president on the account of his sexual conduct, but based on the lies
he told. According to Graham,
President Clinton hid evidence and
filed false affidavits.
"It is not about sinning, it is
about not caring" said Graham.
Graham believed that there
were three options in dealing with
the president: impeachment, censure or to do nothing. He believed
that censure was unconstitutional
and that doing nothing would be
equally bad. He thought that the
best alternative would be for the
president to admit his wrongs so
that the nation could put the incident behind itself.
He told Clinton on numerous
occasions, "Mr. President, reconcile
yourself with the law and we can
get this behind us."
The president was not willing to
take this course of action, which
left impeachment as the only
viable option.
"Impeachment is a remedy to
control people with very big jobs
who get too big for them" said
Graham.
The evidence against Clinton
■ was overwhelming in Graham's
view. He noted that he thought it
was curious that as soon as news
broke about Monica Lewinsky and
■ her relationship with the president,
negative press immediately came
out of the White House about
Lewinsky and it was all started by

of Bill Clinton and Monica
the president.
"President Clinton cares more Lewinsky in the former Soviet
about legal and political position Union," said Graham
However, Graham felt that
over common decency," said
the trial was a success in that
Graham.
Graham believes that the "we sent a message to future
impeachment articles failed to pass occupants of the White House
that no matter
in
the
what the polls
Senate
are, some people
because of
will stand up for
poll driven "It hurt us more than we
the law."
politics
will ever know, there is
"President
and
Clinton flouted
because already a stamp of Bill
the law and said
there were Clinton and Monica
catch me if you
no witness- Lewinsky in the former
can," he said. "At
es.
least this trial
"It was Soviet Union."
will stop that
hard
to
from happening
develop the
LINDSEY GRAHAM
third district congressman again in the
case
future."
because of
Graham also
the polls,
addressed some
and poll
driven politics are a bad thing," he of the issues that are facing the
people in the third district by
said.
Accodring to Graham, the entire directly answering the people's
incident has hurt America. It will questions. The concerns brought
take a long time to overcome the up included Social Security, the
nation debt, the military, taxes,
damage that has been done.
"It hurt us more than we will education, health reform and
ever know. There is already a stamp the United Nations.
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business interests," said Jerry
Martin, vice president and global
director of environmental health
and safety regulatory affairs for
Dow. "We're confident that Dow will
benefit from the work being done
here."
Both Edie and Martin feel that
Dow will continue to benefit from
the graduates it hires from the
University. Edie feels that Dow has
always hired a fair number of students from the University and will
continue to do so, possibly more
than in the past.
"Dow has always been a strong
supporter of Clemson," Edie said. "A
lot of their products have to do with
the process that the lab will allow
us to do."
Martin, who graduated from
Clemson in 1970, added that in the
short run Dow will benefit greatly
from the potential employees coming out of the advanced program
within Rhodes' Hall.
The process Edie refereed to is
one that is a very difficult one to
replicate. Edie plans to enable his
students with the ability to create
films and fibers with certain properties. The process will be made
much simpler with the new pledge.
The first of the two Rhodes laboratories dedicated to this research
will be named the Dow Chemical
Co. Film Processing Laboratory in
acknowledgment of their help. This
lab will focus on the study of new
polymer processing and modeling.
It will also be equipped as a new
film formation laboratory and will
be considered to be the center's integrative testing facility.
The second laboratory will be
renamed the Dow Chemical Co.
Unit Operations Laboratory. The
steps which will be taken to renovate the lab up to the standards
needed to perform the operations
desired will include such things as.
enclosing and upgrading a polymer
processing area, which is used to do
research on. man-made fibers and
films. They will also be enclosing
another area set aside where students can test analytical work in
support of larger experiments.
The overall hope is that with the
addition of the two laboratories, the
University faculty and students
might be able to revolutionize the
film and fiber industry. They also
hope to help focus and increase the
speed of education involved with
this cutting edge technology.
"Dow's longtime support of
Clemson helped build the intellectual infrastructure that made this
center possible," said Edie. "This
five-year pledge will help carry that
work forward."

pecialty Shows

^^

Monday
7-9am
7-9pm
9-llpm

Rich Horton "The Rich Hortun Heat" - Jazz
Captain Don Morgan "Roots, Boogie, Dip"
-Zydeco, reggae, blues
Daniel Presnell "American Primitive"
-Early folk through present day

9-llpm
llpm-lam

Friday
7-9pm
9-llpm

Tuesday
7-9am
7-9pm

llpm-lam

Jeff Wysocarski "Blue Harvest" -Jazz
Sports/ Student Government/
Byte Me
Sunna Wishart "The Cure for Cancer"
-Punk Rock
Thorn Strickland "Dead Air" - Industrial Noise

llpm-lam

l-3am

7-9pn»
9-llpm

David Robinett "St. James Infirmary"
-Jazz
Andy Carroll "Skinhead Andy's Ska Show"'
-Classics of Ska
Ricky Cancro "Your Mother Should Know"
-Rock n' roll from 1955-1966

Thursday
7-9am
7-9pm

9-llpm

Jason O'Deil "Jazz With Jason" -Jazz
Todd Schweisinger "Club Retro"
-Thursday night retro begins w/ the best
Dance music of the 70s. Tune in for disco and
Old school funk followed by the best of the 80s
"songs and fascination."
Clay Kriese "Songs & Fascinations"
-80's Pop - New Wave, Post-Punk, Synth

DJ Jonney Quest "The Electric Kingdom"
-Progressive House
Bryan Smith "Murdah On Deck"
-UK drum and bass brought to you by M.O.D.:
DJ fiction, irony, dysun, and recon—every Friday
representing the Southeast Underground.
DJ Pouria "Sounds From the Undergrounds"
-Progressive Trance

Saturday

Wednesday
7-9am

David Nickles "The Thursday Late Night Jam"
-More 80's, Paying tributes to the musical
progressions that are now maturing

DJ Foltron "Watch Me Transform"
-Combination of club and hard house, Chicago house,
progressive, hard and acid trance

Sunday
7-9am
9-llam

5-7pm
7-9pm

9-llpm

Kim Green - Gospel
Lee Morrisey/Trent Hill "Hitching Post
Minimalism" - Folk World contemporary electroacoustic music using musical variety to suggest
a new relationship between musical cultures.
DJ B-DubbZ "Hip-Hop Express" -the latest hip-hop
Joe Della-Ferra "The Protogressive Show"
-The best of the early progressive music from the
60's and 70's. I draw from this wide variety of music
for my show, and present it for your enjoyment; the
music still sounds fresh because "The Protogressive
Show" is NOT a classic rock show!
Jeff French "Closed Fist Conflict"
-Metal of all sorts - death, grind, black, and hardcore
to name a few
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Truck Rental Company of the
In Anderson
4116 Clemson 81-vd

■newspaper work
is creative stuff,
eh??????????????????????
•find out by working
for the Tigerrrrrrrr
•call us attttttttttttttt
656-215000000000
•or stop by 906
University unionnn
*********************
Thankssssssssssssss!
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Student Senate once again discusses Tiger Stripe
► Edgar's patrons will be
surveyed to settle debate
oversmokingin the bar.

reminded the senators that there
will be a meeting concerning the
"Storm the Dorms" idea. This idea
involves the papering of University
residence halls with information
BRANDON SMITH
concerning the Student Senate. The
news editor
information will also be in referDuring Student senate's Monday ence to the elections and how to get
night meeting, an impressive 19 involved. The task will be achieved
pieces of legislation were handle, prior to the elections.
most of which were simple recogniThe legislation for the day began
tion bills for student organizations. with two constitutional amendPrior to the official meeting, two ments. Amendments 1 and 2 dealt
senators were "tapped" into the with the concern of two positions
Omicron Delta Kappa order, a within the senate. Amendment 1
group that is comprised of both had to do with the process in which
students and faculty. The members the person in the position of treaare extremely active in the surer is reached. Amendment 2
dealt with the removal of the seat
University on many levels.
The two senators who were for the Vice President of the student
invited to join were Jay.Reagan and body from the senate council. This
Bryan Paylor.
would
mean
Both senators ^^^^^^^^—^^^^^^^^—
that the Vice
have an mpres
STUDENTSENATE President would
sive list ot ere' • - - -"■■ - ': •
■ ■', / "'
not be able to
voice an opindentials and are
members of many separate com- ion. Both pieces failed to be brought
mittees within the senate, the to the floor.
University and Greek life.
Bills 32 and 33 were both
Once the presentation was com- involved the handling of summer
pleted, the senate was called back funds and were presented by
into the official calendar of order Senator Abdul-Kader. The first of
and the heads of the separate formed the committee that will
Senate committees proceeded with deal with the funds themselves.
their reports.
Abdul-Kader made sure to mention
Jeff Davis of the Academic that each branch of the student
Affiars Committee reported that government will be involved in the
his committee had just drafted
three pieces of legislation. He is
preparing to bring them to the floor
of senate in the coming weeks.
Jenny Voigt's Environmental
Safety
and
Accessibility
Committee reported on the idea of
converting Edgar's Pub to a smoke
free environment. She is in the
process of performing research
through a series of questionnaires
of people using the facility to assess
the student perspective of the issue.
Voigt also explained a little about
her recycling contest which will be
taking place in the coming weeks.
She urged senators to take part in
the event by signing up with her.
The Finance and Procedure
Committee, headed up by
Mohammed Abdul-Kader, briefly
mentioned the legislation it would
be presenting later on in the
evening. After a quick description,
the meeting carried on with no
reports coming from the general
affairs and the housing committees.
The Traffic and Parking
Committee spoke on the possibility
of the need to replace the CAT transit buses. Though the cost would be
extremely high, it is still being considered in the upcoming year. There
is also a possibility of the
University installing rear doors
into the buses. This would be an
attempt at easing the accessibility
of the buses.
Zane Whitely, head of the
University Services Committee,
mentioned in his report that he is
going to meet with Tiger Stripe representatives in an effort to further
his research in to the use of the
Tiger One card off campus.
Craig Story's vice president's
report consisted of mostly information concerning the upcoming
University elections. Story has met
with the people who organize the
Collaborative
Learning
Environmental for the University.
They have planned a time when
teachers' syllabi must be posted by
for the upcoming class registration
for the fall semester. Story also
brought up the importance of two
, pieces of legislation that would be
voted on later in the evening. He
stressed the importance of both
pieces of legislation, both of which
were in relation to the upcoming
election, one being the Elections
Board Committee and the other the
passage of an online voting process.
'
Kendra Worely's president's
report consisted mostly of the
proper way in which to nominate
people for the upcoming Student
' Senate positions. She also mentioned that the Safe Ride program is
still being discussed. Worley

handling of the funds. The second from voting at any of the manual
The other pieces of legislation
bill dealt with what will be bought locations on campus. Hours for the were rather simple and dealt mostwith the money. It has been decided online system will be from 12 to 4 ly with the recognition of numerthat athletic equipment and enter- p.m. and will be on Tuesday, March ous organizations. Bills 37, 38, 44
tainment supplies would be pur- 2, and the manual elections will be 46, 48-53, 55 and 56 all passed
chased to accomadate various held from 9 a.m. until 7 p.m. on while bills 39 and 43 failed due to
members of the University.
Wednesday, March 3. Both pieces failure to comply with the senate's
The senate was called out of the passed easily.
criteria.
regular calendar
of order for one
UNEDANGING
committee
to
meet and vote
quickly on the two
pieces of legislation which had to
be dealt with that
night. Bill 47 handled the approval
of the elections
board while bill
54 made sure that
there would be
online elections.
The online elections will be held
the day before the
manual elections.
This is to make
sure that the Tiger
One office has
time to down load
those
students
who have used the
online
system,
PATIENCE: Loyalfans of George Strait and the Dixie Chicks wait patiently outside
taking them out of
the Union this Saturdayfor tickets to their upcoming show in Death Valley.
the system and
disabling them

A ONCE IN A LIFETIME SPECIAL!!

We invite you to speed the
summer on us at 'THE
APARTMENTS"
1,1999 mad ga&w&makmffl

wiiqBfbr? Weisstejtamte*

IMm^M&u^^if^bsmyim

Once yoa*¥e visited us yon waft
tore to go any whete else.
APARTMENTS

€3»-741<
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University designer receives national recognition
► Steven Serek's logo will be
published as an American
Corporate Identity honoree.
SANDI OWENS

staff writer
Apart from being Clemson's
center of development and presentation for Broadway musicals, concerts and dance, the Robert Howell
Brooks Center for the Performing
Arts is also a source of inspiration
to some people.
Clemson's publications and
marketing services graphics manager, Steven Serek, used the Brooks
Center as his incentive in designing
an award-winning graphic communications logo.
According to Serek, he immediately chose to focus his attention on
the Brooks Center because it is seen
as an icon throughout Clemson
campus student life. When he was
given the opportunity to create a
logo which would be entered in the
competition and have the chance to
win the American Corporate
Identity award, Serek took an alternative and creative approach in formulating the images for his logo.

When he began the process of elements and features was a good logo, he submitted the logo along
gathering ideas for the logo's design, starting point for the logo because it with thousands of other particihe strolled around the campus is easy for people to identify with pants and hopeful national publication award winners.
grounds looking at the surrounding and appreciate.
Each participant was vying to
buildings and environment.
After he put his ideas into work
As Serek walked around, he and created a final design for his win a 1999 American Corporate
Identity
came upon the
award. There
Brooks Center
were only so
for
the
many people
Performing Arts
whose
and spent his
designs were
time studying
considered as
different aspects
suitable qualof the building.
ity work and
Its concentrawho actually
tion on a stylmade the cut.
ized approach to
As a winarchitecture
ner of the
captured Serek
19 9 9
and he began to
American
sketch possible
Corporate
designs.
One
Identity
specific element
award,
that caught his
Serek's logo
attention was
will be pubthe bronze barn
lished in a
that
appears
hardbound
above the encirbook with
cling trees.
the other forFOR THE PERFORMING ARTS
Serek said
tunate winthat the Brooks
ners.
This
Center and all of GRAPHIC ICON: Serek's simplistic design wasinspired by our campus crebook is pubits architectural ativity center.
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We are not just books...
Check out our clothing
department!

FOR FEBRUARY:
SAVE 107O ON ALL
CLOTHING WITH THIS
COUPON.
SALE ENDS SATURDAY
FEBRUARY 27TH!
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lished once a year and distributed
to more than 50 countries worldwide.
In other words, the winners of
this award are recognized all over
the world. This award can help
either begin or maintain someone's
reputation in the area of graphic
communications.
It acknowledges ingenuity and
mastery in the areas of logos, letterheads, yearly reports, corporate
identity programs, environmental
graphics, and graphic communications.
The American Corporate
Identity award concentrates solely
on corporate identity. It is said to be
the only national competition of its
kind, which makes receiving the
award even more honorable.
Serek and his logo will not only
be published in the American
Corporate Identity award book,
giving him personal recognition,
but Clemson will also gain recognition in the fields of education and
talent. There is pride in knowing
that Clemson has produced such a
worldwide talent as Serek, who
shares and proves his creativity and
knack for design with Clemson and
the world.
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report concluded that the Clemson
University Post Office is perform• ing at an acceptable level.
"The biggest problem facing it is
the negative perception of some
students," said Williams. The
• report also says that the office
should be commended for its performance in delivering mail to the
student body.
The first part of the study
specifically involved 12 students
who were mailed postcards two
• times a week from six different
locations in a four-week time span.
The study found that the average
time for delivery of the postcards
• from the first part of the study was
2.2 days.
The study did specify that mail
coming from the Upstate arrived
• much faster than more remote
locations in the state.
In the second half of the project,
Williams sampled 200 pieces of
• first class mail, some out of state,
upon its arrival at the campus
postal service. At the mail's arrival,
the postmark was checked. They
• found that the average time for
mail to get to the University post
office was 1.5 days.
The study did not examine the
tracking of out of state mail, packages or magazines. The report stated that the student postal staff was
m unaware of the study to avoid confounded results.
Chief Public Affairs Officer
Cathy Sams said that the purpose
,of the study was to provide valid
data to improve the postal operation. "We hear complaints from #*
students and parents about mail A^"^^^
• delivery, but we only had anecdotal information. We needed facts,"
she said.
"Frequently, I will receive my
•Sports Illustrated magazine four to
five days after it is supposed to
arrive," said student Charles Bopp.
He said that at that point he has
•wasted money on the magazine
because the information is timely
and quickly becomes old news
before he gets a chance to read it.
• Bopp also expressed concerns
that he has often received other
students' mail. "This concerns me
because what if my mail is being
put into people's mail boxes who
don't take the time to return the
mail to the post office?" he said.
"My boyfriend sent me a card on
m
the 11 for Valentine's Day and I still
haven't received it on the 17 of
February," said student Stephanie
Jjallagher from Cincinnati, Ohio.
She told of other stories of packages containing medicine getting
lost somewhere in the University
postal system.
Many out of state students have
similar complaints of mail taking
long over its estimated arrival date.
• Another
student,
David ■
Norman, said that he had a graduation present sent to him at the
University post marked Aug. 15. He
?aid that he still hadn't received the
package over a month later. When
he finally sorted the situation out,
he found out that the notice was
Tiever put in his box.
The results are split. Students
complaints say that the post service needs improvement. The pubTic affairs office says that the post
office should be commended.
The report did make several
jdeas that would improve performance. One suggestion was to
operate on Sundays. Another is hiring retirees and other part-time
workers to fill in when students are
on break. The most significant
improvement that was recommended was improving communication with students about postal
procedures and tips to speed up the
delivery of their mail.
"We have discussed a number of
Meas for improving communication with students, such as regular
email newsletters, a bulletin board,
and a series of open house tours at
fTie beginning of each semester,"
said Katrina Morris, post office
manager.
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3 Bedroom, 3 Bath Duplex Homes

CALL US TODAY! 864-653-9500
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THIS WEEK IN UPAC
UNIVERSITY UNION SHORT COURSES

O

Community CPR
807 University Union
February. 22nd & 23rd,
from 5-9 pm

Receive Red Cross 'certification" in infant, child &adu|i.CFR.
Textbook inclno^d. Gertification expires inone.year;

dance of the "Big Band Era" of the 1920's & 30's that's
sweeping the nation. Learn the basic steps as well as flips
and twirls. Cost is $10. Space is limited and fills fast!
Feb.25th» Mar.llth & 25th, April 1st & 8th, from 5-6:30
PM in the Palmetto Ballroom.

Also don't miss: Massage Therapy II?
February 25th, from 5:307:30 in Rra 807 of the Union.

m

THE REACTOR
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MOTION SIMULATOR THRILL RIDE
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22ND
FROM9AM-3PM
OUTSIDE OF THE
UNIVERSITY UNION

The Minority Activity
Council presents;

Edgar's Pub
3#■
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Love

)1" •

A relationship workshop
fll
from an
f|p
Afro-Centric Perspective .
conducted by
NasMd Fakhrid-Deen

£$

0 jp
>

Sunday, 2/21 at 8 PM
in Tillman Auditorium
Appearing 2/22 @ 8 PM in Edgar's Pub
4crM$&'

656-INFO

Union Information Hotline

per More twferMtidi? ^Uut tlfij event CALL: 656-HELR
Web Site: http//union.clemson.edu

Union Information Desk
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JOBS AVAILABLE
NEXT FALL!
Great resume builder. Good pay.
Managing Editor

Classified Ad/Office Manager

The managing editor is responsible for the
weekly operations of the newspaper, including
the duties of designing the pages, monitoring
production days to ensure that work is
completed in a timely way, placing ads for each
issue, and enforcing obedience to style
guidelines for the newspaper.

The classified ad/office manager is responsible
for working with the business operations
manager to ensure supplies are well-stocked.
Further, this person is responsible for the
Campus Bulletin (classified) section and any
duties necessary for its layout and billing.

News Editor

The copy editors are responsible for reading
and correcting all copy using the stylebook of
the Associated Press as a primary source book.

Copy Editor (2)
.-tSifc

Tfirnews editor is responsible for gathering
news, recruiting a staff of- news writers, and
reporting on events of relevance
and interest to the University
body.

Sports Editor
The sports editor is responsible for covering
University sports as efficiently as possible in
an unbiased manner. In addition, he or she is
obligated to build a staff of qualified writers.

Photo Editor/Head Photographer
The photo editor/ head photographer is
. responsible for filling photo requests for all of
the section editors and maintaining the photo
office, photo closet and the darkroom. In
addition, he or she is obligated to build a staff
of qualified photographers.

Art Director
Time Out Editor
The Time-Out editor is responsible for covering
entertainment events on campus with an
emphasis on on-campus productions. In
addition, he or she is obligated to build
a staff of qualified writers.

Editorial Editor
The editorial editor is responsible for writing
the lead edit on a subject chosen by the editorial
board of The Tiger which reflects the majority
opinion, regardless of his/her own opinion.

Circulation Manager
The circulation manager is responsible for
determining the best circulation route,
delivering the issues, mailing out subscriptions
and keeping an accurate record of subscribers.

The art director is responsible for filling art and
infographic requests for all the section editors,
including the editorial cartoon for each week's
paper. In addition, he or she is obligated to
build a staff of artists and assign appropriate
members to fill requests.

Layout & Design Editor (3)
The layout and design coordinator shall be
responsible for designing and physically laying
out on the computer all publications of The
Tiger according to the style set by the managing
editor and editor in chief.

Web Editor
The web editor shall be responsible for the
design and maintenance of The Tiger's new web
page on the internet (http://tiger.clemson.edu).

For more information call 656-2150. No experience necessary. Come by Room 906 of the
Union to fill out an application and set up an interview time by March 5 to be eligible to
run. Interviews will be on March 8 & 9 from 6 to 10 p.m. Employment and training
begins March 21. If you are applying for an editorial position, please bring at least one
sample of your writing.
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the summer? If you stay in the
area, many bike runs and events
are held throughout the Clemson
area by local motorcycle clubs and
bike shops. These events are held
to raise money for charity. The
money raised is donated to nonprofit organizations such as United
Way, Special Olympics, women
and children shelters, and the
Salvation Army. The motorcycle
shops in the area would be the best
Elace to learn of the bike runs
eing sponsored. Look for the flyers and brochures advertising the
bike run then check out the new
and used scooters for sale. Even if
you do not ride, do not be shy
about going to the event. You can
get something to eat, check out the
bikes and do something good for
the less fortunate.
Play it safe while operating a
motorcycle. South Carolina motorcycle laws are available in booklets
at any Department of Motor
Vehicles and on the Internet.
Clemson University follows the
rules and regulations as set forth
by the state. One law that all students should be aware of is that a
safety helmet and eye protection is
required for anyone under 21 years
of age on a motorcycle. You will
see many riders without helmets,
but remember, the road is hard and

your brain is not.
"We occasionally stop motorcycle riders on campus if we have
reasonable suspicion there are
under the age of 21 years and not
wearing a helmet," said Clemson
University police investigator,
Randy Holladay. "We don't have
many riders on campus, this could
contribute to the low accident rate
involving motorcycles on
University property."
As of January 27, parking services reported 87 registered motorcycles with parking stickers on
campus. Motorcycles can only
park in motorcycle designated
parking on the University grounds.
Mopeds are the most popular
two-wheeled vehicles you will see
on campus. Many people are
unaware of the regulations for
mopeds.
"Mopeds are treated just like
any other motor vehicle with all
the same rules and regulations as
motorcycles on campus. They are
not bicycles but motorized vehicles," states E. Ochoa, a parking
enforcement officer. Riders under
21 years of age are required by the
state to wear helmets and eye protection when operating a moped.
Parking locations for mopeds are
the same as the designated locations assigned to motorcycles. ■
Many riders of mopeds drive up
to buildings on campus, but
according to parking regulations,
this is against the rules. Riding

,The

Cpfiee
House

Downtown

Clemson
Weekdays 7am - Midnight
Weekends 9am - Midnight

mopeds on sidewalks intended for
pedestrians can be very dangerous.
Officer Ochoa said, "Mopeds
can be fined or towed by the
University police or parking service officers if caught speeding,
riding on the sidewalks, or parking
in non-designated spaces. Moped
riders need to follow the appropriate state and campus rules for the
safety of all people. Driving like a

QUICKSTOP
CLEMSON, S.C.

520-1 OM Greenville Hwy • Clemson, SC 29931

(Across from 3\-lo)
Open 11 am -12 am, Mon.-Sat.
We accept VISA, Mastercard & ATM carde
*****************************************************

Daftly Lmmsk gjpegfl&lla
(11 am to 1 pm - Subject to change)
Mon.- Grilled Chicken Sandwich
Tues.- Bar-B-Q Sandwich
Wed.- Cheeseburger —
Thurs.- BLT
Fri.- Chicken Salad Sandwich with bacon and cheese
All specials include chips and pickle spear
Please call ahead for to-go orders!

Full bar with the COLDEST beer in town!!!
Super happy hour Mon. - Fri., 5pm to 6pm
^^^^^(beeran^Jiouseliquorspecials^^^^^^^

50 lb. Bags of ice available!
Beer to go!!
The BEST Hot Dogs in Town!!!

Coffees and Beverages

Plain, Sunflower, Sesame, Poppy, Grain,
Vegetable, Onion, Blueberry, Cinnamon Raisin &
Pecan Bagels
Muffins • Cheese Danishes • Cinnamon Rolls •
Croissants • Chocolate Croissants

Cookies and Desserts
Chocolate chip, Snickerdoodle, Iced Sugar,
Double Chocolate, Macaroons, Turkish Delights,
Chocolate Thumbprints • Mocha Mousse Pie •
Peanut Butter Silk Pie • Cheesecake

Sandwiches and Pizzas
Daily Soups and Specials • Turkey • Turkey Club
• Chicken Salad • Chicken Wrap • Ham •
Roasted Medley • BLT • Baked Egg • Vegetable
Quiche • Hummus Plate •Garden Burgers •
Veggie Foccacia •
Fajitas
• Hummus &
Tabouli Pita •
Veggie Wrap
• Basil
Creine, Roasted Garlic, Ham & Mushroom and
Three Cheese Pizzas

Create your own Salads
Soups • Hummus • Mixed Greens • Homemade
Salsa • Pasta Salads • Tabouli • Feta Ricotta
Spread • Fruit

$ 3.25
$ 2.00
$ 3.00
$ 2.50
$ 3.50

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

654-1090

Bagels and Pastries

ers are perhaps more conscious
about riding bikes, it takes more
skill to ride a motorcycle than to
drive a car."
Riding a motorcycle or a moped
is a form of recreation to be
enjoyed. Outlaw groups achieve a
high profile through media coverage of circumstances, but they
actually only account for a small
percentage of motorcycle riders.

GOOBER

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner

5 Gourmet Coffees • Cappuccinos • Lanes •
Mochas • Iced Coffees • Fruit Juices •
Milkshakes • Soft Drinks

bat out of hell on the sidewalks
will get someone hurt."
Many times, moped infractions
are overlooked unless someone
calls to complain to campus police.
Then an officer is sent out to investigate the complaint. Holladay
said, "For the many years I've been
here at Clemson, I've never known
of any motorcycle accidents
involving alcohol. Motorcycle rid-
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INTERNSHIP FAIR
Thursday, March 4,1999
tf:30-4:30PM
Utrtgohw Coliseum
Professional Press is suggested
ALL MAJORS WELCOME!!
A program of The Career Center
www.clemson.edu/career
Sponsored by Enterprise Rent-a-Car, CU Alumni Association, and Miiiiken
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Defunct scholarship costs three Duke U. students $40,000

► Houston-based
AdamsVision scholarship
never materializedfor 51
students nationwide.
KELLY Woo
Duke University

(U-WIRE) DURHAM, N.C. AdamsVision failed to deliver its
Scholar-Leadership Award, stinging three Duke freshman and 51
students nationwide and leading
many to accuse the company's
founder of trickery.
Last January, 51 college-bound
high school seniors thought they
had hit the scholarship jackpot.
These outstanding scholars-among
them three current Duke freshmen-won the AdamsVision USA
Scholar-Leadership Award, which
promised them $10,000 per year for
four years.
One year later, the students
haven't seen a single cent and
AdamsVision has admitted that the
money was never there.
Val Adams, who founded the
Houston-based company, said he is
still trying to procure funding. "I'm
very saddened that we're at the
point that we are, but at the same
time I'm very hopeful that we will
get these scholarhips started and be
able to continue our commitment,"
he told The Associated Press.
Adams could not be reached for
comment
Monday
by
The
Chronicle.
Students and their parents
received official notice last month
that the company could not honor
the scholarship. Now, many of
those families must find a way to
cover the financial loss. Some students may even have to transfer to
other schools.
"It hurts; it's very stressful. We
don't know what's going to hap^
pen," said Trinity freshman Cassy
Marshall. "I know I'll be able to stay
at Duke thi's year. We're trying to
make it possible for the other years.
When I accepted and decided to go
here, it was based in part because I
would have that money."
Although Trinity freshman
Christine Varnado's tuition is covered by an A.B.Duke scholarship,
Varnado was planning to use the
AdamsVision money to pay for
room and board. "No one can lose

$40,000 and not feel it. Very few
people are that well-off," she said. "I
was just incredibly disappointed
that anybody would do this."
The third Duke student, engineering freshman Aaron Patzer,
could not be reached for comment.
Jim Belvin, director of undergraduate financial aid, said the students who require additional financial aid will get it.
"Obviously for students who are
on need-based aid, we've adjusted
their need-based- aid accordingly,"
he said.
Belvin said he had attempted to
contact the AdamsVision staff
about two weeks ago. "They were
very difficult to get in touch with, I
suppose by design," he said. "How in
the world they could make commitments to students without the
money, I don't know... Making a

commitment when resources are
not in hand is simply outrageous."
The University most likely will
not be able to take action against
Adams or his company because the
financial commitment was made
to the students, not to the institution, Belvin said.
As for any legal action on the
students' part, Marshall said there is
little hope. "Even if we win, and all
the lawyers say we will, [Adams]
doesn't have the assets."
John Boone, a prosecutor with
the Harris County, Texas, district
attorney's office, described Adams
as a habitual criminal. Boone told
The Associated Press that Adams
has been convicted of theft for
writing bogus checks on six different occasions, and remains on probation for a 1993 case.
Whether or not Adams had

good intentions in creating the
scholarships remains uncertain.
Adams, a Baptist minister, maintains that, despite his previous
criminal activities, this endeavor
was completely legitimate because
students were never required to pay
an application fee.
AdamsVision was founded in
June 1997 with the specific purpose
of giving out merit-based scholarships. That fall, the company sent
out applications to high schools
nationwide.
Adams then hired a group of 15
educators to select the winners,
who were informed Jan. 8,1998. The
company had advertised a ceremony at the Grand Ole Opry in
Nashville, Tenn.
But that ceremony was repeatedly delayed and soon the students
began receiving letters saying that

funding for the scholarships was in
limbo.
AdamsVision said it was negotiating with major corporationsincluding Sony, Ford and Time
Warner-but assured the students
that the money would come
through.
At this point, Varnado said, she
and her parents suspected the
scholarship would never materialize.
Her suspicions were confirmed
by last month's two-paragraph letter stating that "AdamsVision USA
will not be financially capable of
honoring the Scholar-Leadershirj_
Award at this time."
Belvin said he was astounded by
the brevity of the explanation. "It's
hard to believe that's all they have to
say after screwing these students
over," he said.
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FREE ADVANCED SCREENING
FOLLOWED BY A LIVE SATELLITE CHAT SESSION

CONNECTICUT
COLLEGE
@ Dana Hall
9 PM Wednesday,
February 24th
FREE ADMISSION*

INFO?: call 439-2597

* Passes available at
the College Center
Information Desk
Passes required. Seating is limited and not guaranteed. Please
arrive early.
Presented in association
with Student Activities Council

There's a whole world
out there.
Explore it with Contiki
</■>«*.» (k<A«(s \Vt-*<U *.<|yi<e

London
Madrid
Vienna

$226
$268
$278

Pans

$274

F»re« ir« from Columbia, each way based on a
RT purchitc. Farei do not include U»».which
can total between $3 and $8QJnt'l Student ID
may be required.?*r*x are valid for departure* 1ft
M*rch end are subject to change. Restrictions
apply. Call for our low domestic fares and fares to
other world wide destinations.

Don't forget to order your EurailpaMi

Council Travel

^

C1EE: Council on InternaCioMl
Educational Exchange

I -800-2Council
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TRAVEL

Uncensored" Video! 1-800-2347
0
0
7.
www.endlesssummertours.com.

1

Cruise $279
Panama $119
Jamaica $439
Cancun $399

5 days * Most Heals * Frw Parties * Includes T«es

City- Board mm. noitoj inn Surspree 5 More

~7 lligtoi •* + Motd « Sire 1150 on F«d 1 Dunks

7 ttjhls -Air * Hotel • Free Food 8 30 Hra nl Drinks

Spring Break Travel-Out 12th Year!

1-800-678-6386
Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise!
5 Nights $279! Includes Meals &
Free Parties! Awesome Beaches,
Nightlife! Departs From Florida!
Cancun & Jamaica $399! springbreaktravel.com 1-800-67&6386.
Spring Break Panama City $129!
Boardwalk Room w/Kitchen Next
To Clubs! 7 Parties-Free Drinks!
Daytona $149! South Beach $129!
Cocoa Beach $149! springbreak-

travel.com 1-80Q67&6386
#1 Spring Break '99 Vacations! Best
Prices
Guaranteed!!!
Cancun,
Jamaica $399, Bahamas $459,
Panama City Beach $99. Book Now,
receive a free "Spring Break
Uncensored" video!!! 1-800-2347
0
0
7.
www.endlesssummertours.com.
#1 Panama City vacations! Free
Parties-No Cover. Best beachfront
hotels from $99 Free "Spring Break

CanCOh

W ,

* 5W

Jamaica vn
Bahamas </s?
£krMa

BREAK

Bahamas Party

umm-m

2
South Padre
I Cancun Jamaica
" Key West PanamaCity 5
j{
$

Free Mas! Plan (SP1 OMLY)
Qroup Discounts lor 6 or more!

£
,

i'WWW.
800-838-8203
\
lelsureiourr.com ?

SPRING BREAK
99 RETREAT:
MYRTLE BEACH,

CAMPUS REPS WANTED
APPLY ONLINE !

18002347007
ww.endles35ummertours.c<
ACT NOW! RESERVE OUR SPOT FOR
SPRING BREAK 1999! PACKAGES
TO SOUTH PADRE (FREE MEALS)
KEYWEST,
CANCUN,
JAMAICA,
GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6+.
WWW.LEISURE TOURS.COM/8008388203.

FORRENT ""

SC
WHERE BOY MEETS
GIRL
•COTTAGES,CONDOS,PRIvATE HOMES
•$75-$200 per person/
week
HOTTEST PUCE TO BE
IN 99
•CALL FOR FREE
BROCHURE
800-645-3618 OR
WWW.RETREATMYRTLEBEACH.COM

Shore Beach Service needs lifeguards
for
summer
season.
(843)785-3494

FOR RENT. 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
CONDO'S
FULLY
FURNISHED
INCLUDING
WASHER,
DRYER,
DESKS IN EACH BEDROOM, POOL,
PARKING, PLUS MORE. CALL
GEORGE SIMMONS (864)2240593.
RENT 3BR/2.5BA APT! Available
Summer/Fall Semesters 1999. New
Fridge/W/D! Walk to Campus!
$940/mo. Call 864-297-3694!
DANIEL SQUARE, 2 BDRM, 12
MONTH LEASE, MAY TO MAY. CONTACT: DR. DAVE WOODARD, (H) 653-

www.shorebeach.com.

The Galley
Restaurant
Fine Waterfront Dining
ft Great Pay
I Flexible Hours
> Only 12 miles
from campus
► No Sundays
ft Evenings Only

3608, (W) 656-3233.

ix*a,it.*v* ■ SM jr. t».**sjt it»"3
SPRING BREAK BEACHES Daytona,
Panama City, Padre, Miami, Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, etc. Best hotels,
prices,
parties.
Browse
www.icpt.com. Reps earn cash, free
trips. Call Inter-Campus 800-3276013.

Clemson,
Pendleton,
Seneca,
Central, 2, 3, & 4 BR Houses & Apts.
$350-$900/mth. 639-4509.

STUDIO 1&2 BEDROOM APTS;
LEASING BY SEMESTER OR YEAR
AT MODERATE RENTS IN CLEMSON;
ALSO INDIVIDUAL AND SPECIAL
LEASES! CLEAN, MODERN, QUIET &
PRIVATE. CALL DON(OLD MAN)
FELDMAN 654-5483.
HOUSE IN CLEMSON: 4 BEDROOM 2
BATH $1160/M0NTH. 653-3512.
Don't Wait! Call Now! Daniel Square
Fall '99. Call Greg at (864)467-0987
or greg@parismountain.com.
Apartment for Rent.
Burton
Properties. 1 and 2 Bedroom. 6537717 or 653-5506. After hours 8880200 or .647-2268 or 654-3444.

Grab a foursome now! Be first for
■99-'00. Furnished 4Bdrm-2Bath
#223 University Terrace. Owner:
Greenville (864)244-7462, or goodluck3@hotmail.com.
2 BD, 2 BA, APT #127 Village Green.
12 mo lease, start in Aug. Also available this summer. Call 864-8776860, ask for Will.
TOWNHOUSE-For RENT/SALE. 28 Foy
Creek Dr., Clemson. 10 minute walk
to campus. 2 Bedroom/2.5 Baths,
furnished, air, fireplace, all appliances, deck, fenced backyard, Very
clean. Ray Williams 410647-5037.

HELPWANTID"
NO GIMMICKS EXTRA INCOME
NOW! ENVELOPE STUFFING-$600$800 every week. Free Details: SASE
to International Inc. 1375 Coney
Island Ave Brooklyn, New York

11230.
CRUISE
SHIP
EMPLOYMENT
Workers earn up to $2,000+/month
(w/tips & benefits). World Travel!
Land-Tour jobs up to $5,000$7,000/summer. Ask us how! 5173364235 Ext. C53811.
Summer on Hilton Head Island!

NOW HIRING ALL
POSITIONS
Apply in person at
Portman Marina
Lake Hartwell,
Anderson
287-3215 or
287-3211
Spring/Summer Internships-College
Directory Publishing-Gain Valuable
business experience while earning up
to $8,000 this summer selling yellow
page advertising for your campus
telephone directory. Great Resume
Booster for mkt/sales/public relations. No experience needed. Call 1800466-2221 ext. 227 or visit our
web-site @ campusdirectory.com.
SUMMER
CAMP
JOBS.
LAND/WATER SPORTS. ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS/LAKE PLACID.
VISIT US www.raquettelake.com. 1800-786-8373.

Bilinguals. Above Average Income.

(864)6390910.
FREE RADIO + $1250! Fundraiser
open to student groups & organizations. Earn $3-$5 per Visa/MC app.
We supply all materials at no cost.
Call for info or visit our website.
Qualified callers receive a REE Baby
Boom Box. 1-800-932-0528 x 65.
www.ocmconcepts.com.
SUMMER CAMP! Seeks STAFF with
deep commitment to CHRIST. Rock
climbing, riding, mountain biking,
swimming, Whitewater canoeing arts,
backpacking, high ropes course, tennis, cooks...more. KAHDALEA-girls.
CHOSATONGA-boys, 2500 Morgan
Mill Road, Brevard, North Carolina,
28712.
(828)
884-6834.
khdalea@citcom.net.
Earn $$ part-time marketing new ECommerce site. (864)294-5142 oremail jc.dc@cwix.com for details.
PAINTING/STAINING/LANDSCAPINGFLEXIBLE H0URS-$7 HR. 12 MILES
FROM CAMPUS. JOBS AVAILABLE
NOW! SUMMER WORK ALSO AVAILABLE! TOLL FREE-88S663-1133.
HELP WANTED: Earn up to $500 per
week assembling products at home.
No experience. INFO 1-504-6461700 DEPT. SC-5158.

FORSALE ~
Clemson University, walk or bicycle to
campus. 2 Bedroom, 2 bath condo,
completely furnished, including washer and dryer. $65,500. Call 800-949-

5615 or 864-654-8671.
Mobile Home. 1992 model, 14x80.
3BR, 2BA, near university. AC, appliances, energy efficient, fenced yard,
shade trees, shed, pets allowed.
Good Condition! 653-5154.
Tama Drum Set. 6 pc chrome. 6 cymbals. 1 yr old. $80CWX) firm. Jon 8682844.

"!£££§£*

l^ide?

Need

Gtaekjng Out -for Spring Break.!
ill te> all Tie driving - Plenty o$ room,
/VfWdflbie - I'll even give 2&% OTT
fo Student Advantage Card Meml>ers, or
10% GTS rf you cto\ si*oW me your -face on a Student I.D.
14 you want more fafo, call we «T |-800-US*V-|V«il
8O0-3SS-2920

or kit my weksite if www.amtralc.com

Offer shown is for coach class travel onfy and is subject to availability. Reservations are required. No multiple discounts. Fares, schedules and restrictions
are subject to change without notice. Blackout dates may apply. Not valid for Autotram, peak Metroliner or Canadian portion of ViaRatt.

mini

1-800-USA-RAIL
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Minority equality in sports is challenged

► Caochingopportunities
for women and ethnic
groups are lacking.
AUYA SAPERSTHN

University of Washington
(U-WIRE) SEATTLE, Wash. It's all about connections. Futures
are influenced by the ones that are
made and those that unravel. But
some can't be networked through
association or developed by way of
friends.
They are established from
beyond personal control. An intrinsic bond that can't be altered.
Created without a handshake or
introduction.
And according to John C Walter,
a professor of American ethnic
studies at the UW, they are the
essence of a discrepancy that exists
in the hiring of women of color to
coaching positions in the collegiate
ranks. He claims that a hierarchy
exists that excludes many from
claiming such employment.
"White men are predisposed to
hiring white women, not to hiring
black women. They are rejected
because they certainly are not
white and because they are
women," he said. "That's the conflict. It's a conscious decision
because they're more comfortable
being around white women."
In a study released by the NCAA
Minority Opportunities and
Interests Committee in 1998, black
women occupied just 3.2 percent of
senior administration positions in

1995. In a system that promotes so
few women of color to positions of
power, it would follow that likewise,
few are promoted to coaching positions.
Indeed, in 1995, of 6,881 coaching positions available in women
athletics, just 1.5 percent were occupied by females of color, as reported
in a study conducted by the
Northeastern University's Center
for the Study of Sport in Society.
"For black people, who are 12
percent of the population, there's
no population power, no monetary
power and even the courts have
been racist," Walter, a director of the
Blacks in Sports Project with the
UW, said. "For example, Title IX ...
allowed women to participate
equally in the sports that men do.
But you'll find that Title IX liberated white women, not black women.
Racism kicks in at the level of the
law."
Cheryl Littlejohn, coach of the
Minnesota Golden Gophers, might
disagree, however. She equated her
perception of the selection process
with how she develops her basketball team, citing confidence that
administration officials choose the '
best-qualified candidate.
"Like in the recruiting process, the
bottom line when I'm trying to build
a program is that I look for great players, be it all white or all black. I'm not
looking for a color," she said
In her experience, Littlejohn has
never felt that she was held up to
reater scrutiny than her white coleagues or discriminated against in

the hiring process.
"I feel in this position they will
hire the best person. I don't feel
[those] accusations ... are true," she
said. "(Maybe only) two percent of
minorities are in coaching posi-

tions, but the most important thing
is that they hire the right person."
Jennifer Murphy, coach of the
Tuskegee Tigerettes basketball
team, agreed with her colleague.
"I have not seen any double stan-

MAKE THE GRADE with
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YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR

• Washers & Dryers
Camcorders
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• VCRs
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dards as far as my experience has
been concerned," she said. "In the
past five years, it has been equal.
The requirements and the interviewing process have pretty much
been the same."

Monthly
Rates
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Student

Short Term

R*itps

Bi-Lo Plaza, Pendleton
646-5705 or (800) 579-3702

MON-FKI

9-6 • SAT 10-5

Come Find A 6REAT Summer Job at CAMPOREE!

Tuesday, Feb. 23
Wednesday,
Feb. 24

F
O
R dtk -kkx
Thursday, Feb. 25
_
Tuesday, Mar. 9
11 am to 3 pm
each day

At the

Trapped by food ?
Free yourself.

Loggia

Un l
t f
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Union

The National Eating Disorders Screening Program®
• Educational Information • Written Screening Test
• Interview with a Health Professional • Referrals for Further Evaluation
All Free and Anonymous
Location:

Date:

JEr

Summer Camps are looking for energetic and
enthusiastic individuals to work as counselors,
activity leaders, medical staff, waterfront staff,
and other support staff.

REDFERN HEALTH CENTER

FEBRUARY 25, 1999

ROOM G25

Time:

l°am -

2

PD

THE NATIONAL EATING DISORDERS SCREENING PROGRAM®
An event during Eating Disorders Awareness Week
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JOBS AVAILABLE
NEXT FALL!
Great resume builder. Good pay.
Managing Editor

Classified Ad/Office Manager

The managing editor is responsible for the
weekly operations of the newspaper, including
the duties of designing the pages, monitoring
production days to ensure that work is
completed in a timely way, placing ads for each
issue, and enforcing obedience to style
guidelines for the newspaper.

The classified ad/office manager is responsible
for working with the business operations
manager to ensure supplies are well-stocked.
Further, this person is responsible for the
Campus Bulletin (classified) section and any
duties necessary for its layout and billing.

Copy Editor (2)
News Editor
The news editor is responsible for gathering
news, recruiting a staff of news writers, and
reporting on events of relevance
and interest to the University
body.

Sports Editor
The sports editor is responsible for covering
University sports as efficiently as possible in
an unbiased manner. In addition, he or she is
obligated to build a staff of qualified writers.

The copy editors are responsible for reading
and correcting all copy using the stylebook of
the Associated Press as a primary source book.

Photo Editor/Head Photographer
The photo editor/ head photographer is
responsible for filling photo requests for all of
the section editors and maintaining the photo
office, photo closet and the darkroom. In
addition, he or she is obligated to build a staff
of qualified photographers.

Art Director
Time Out Editor
The Time-Out editor is responsible for covering
entertainment events on campus with an
emphasis on on-campus productions. In
addition, he or she is obligated to build
a staff of qualified writers.

Editorial Editor
The editorial editor is responsible for writing
the lead edit on a subject chosen by the editorial
board of The Tiger which reflects the majority
opinion, regardless of his/her own opinion.

Circulation Manager
The circulation manager is responsible for
determining the best circulation route,
delivering the issues, mailing out subscriptions
and keeping an accurate record of subscribers.

The art director is responsible for filling art and
infographic requests for all the section editors,
including the editorial cartoon for each week's
paper. In addition, he or she is obligated to
build a staff of artists and assign appropriate
members to fill requests.

Layout & Design Editor (3)
The layout and design coordinator shall be
responsible for designing and physically laying
out on the computer all publications of The
Tiger according to the style set by the managing
editor and editor in chief.

Web Editor
The web editor shall be responsible for the
design and maintenance of The Tiger's new web
page on the internet (http://tiger.clemson.edu).

For more information call 656-2150. No experience necessary. Come by Room 906 of the
Union to fill out an application and set up an interview time by March 5 to be eligible to
run. Interviews will be on March 8 & 9 from 6 to 10 p.m. Employment and training
begins March 21. If you are applying for an editorial position, please bring at least one
sample of your writing.
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PLAY GOLF
At Woodhaven Golf Club
$5.00 for 9 holes
(regular $7.00)
Weekdays only Noon-4 p.m.
One coupon per person
Expires 3/1/99
Cherry Street - Pendleton - 646-9511

How Would
You Score?
s LSATXMCffT X
/ GMAT GRE DAT \
Take a Free Test Drive
and find out!

Foothills Property Management
1017 Tiger Blvd.
Clemson, SC
(864) 654-1000
One to four bedroom apartments available in the following
locations:

RoseHill Villas
Chadsworth
University Place
University Terrace
Cochran Road
Cedarwood
Porterhouse

Clemson University

Calhoun Commons
Goldenwoods
Daniel Square
University Ridge
Foy Creek
Sloan Street
Woodhaven

South Cove

February 21 @ 1 pm: Room TBA
CaJi today to reserve your seat!
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KAPLAN

Please call us for more details on these spaces

1-100-KAP-TEST
www.ksplan.oom

Your challenge is to create an ad that promotes
literacy through community volunteerism.
If your entry wins the grand prize you'll receive
$2,500 and your ad will be published
nationally in USA TODAY.
^RAND PRIZE
Design an ad 13"wide by 21 "high—the full page size of USA TODAY.
Write any length of copy or create a graphics-only ad. Create the ad
by yourself or team up with others to submit a design in color or
black and white. (The winning ad will appear in color in USA TODAY
if designed using color.) Any form of illustration, including photography, is acceptable (and must be original). Attach a short
paragraph explaining your creative concept and mail it to the
address shown on the entry form. Computer-generated artwork
must be accompanied by a.computer disk containing the artwork.
A panel of USA TODAY staff, advertising, graphics and literacy experts
will judge entries. The winning entry will be chosen primarily on the
basis of concept originality.
The contest closes March 26,1999.
The winning ad will appear in USA TODAY the week of May 3,1999.

WINNING AD WILL
BE PUBLISHED IN
USA TODAY
2ND PLACE 1000
s
3RD PLACE 500

Entry forms can be obtained at any of the
following locations:
D
D
D
D

D
The Canteen
Harcombe Dining Hall
Fernow Street Cafe
D Schilletter Dining Halt
Marketing Department
D The Clemson House
Graphic Communications Department

The 7th annual Collegiate Challenge ad contest sponsored by USA TODAY, Follett College Stores and ARAMARK.

,/■'■■■ ■-..
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No purchase-necessary
|
I ■';. i
>.
1. Fill out the entry form antf-rnafce sureto include your signature.' Write3-short'
paragraph explaining your design on 8 5Tx11" paper and attach it along with the
entry form to the back of your artwork.
2. Mail your completed official entry form, your design and paragraph to
USA TODAY..."Helping Others to Read: A Collegiate Challenge," 1000
Wilson Blvd., 19th Floor, Arlington, VA 22229. Ail entries must he received
by March 26,1999.
3. By signing your name to your entry you agree to be bound
by the terms and conditions of this agreement, including
the transfer of any and all rights in the design which
you submit to USA TODAY. All unsigned entries
or entries which do not conform to these Official Rules
are ineligible.
4. No reproductions allowed. All artwork and/or
photography must be original. Each college student
or students represented in a group may submit
only one entry.
5. The winner will be selected by a panel ot judges
organized by USA TODAY. To qualify, you must:
create or design an advertisement, sized 13" x 21"
encouraging literacy through volunteerism. Advertising message must be sell-contained. Any length of copy
S
may be used.
6. Additional entry forms are available and may be obtained
by sending a self-addressed stamped envelope to:
USA TODAY Collegiate Challenge Entries, 1000 Wilson Blvd.,
19th Floor, Arlington, VA 22229.
7. Prizes: One grand prize winner ol $2,500. a second prize
winner of $1,000 and a third prize winner of $500 will be selected
No prize substitutions will be permitted. Certain restrictions apply where
prohibited or restricted by law.
8. "Collegiate Challenge" Promotion is only open to college students in the
Untied States. Employees and their immediate families of USA TODAY, Folletl
Corporation, ARAMARK, their affiliates, subsidiaries, advertising, public
relations and promotional agencies, retailers and all other companies involved
in this promotion are not eligible. Void where prohibited or restricted by law.
9. By entering the Promotion, entrants agree to be bound by the rules which are
linal and binding. The winners or winning groups will be notified by mail and
will be requested to execute an affidavit of eligibility and a release which must
be returned within 14 days or an alternate winner will be selected. The winners or
winning groups, by executing the affidavit, agree to the use of their names and
photographs for this and similar promotions without additional compensation.
Should a minor win or be a participant in a winning group, the prize will be awarded to the minor's parents or legal guardian who will be required to execute the above
stated affidavit of eligibility.
10. The winning advertisement will be reprinted in USA TODAY. The winners
and all entrants surrender all rights and claims to the use of the designs they
enter. No additional compensation will be awarded.
11. All designs become the property ol USA TODAY. Entrants agree that any rights,
including copyrights, which they may claim are assigned to USA TODAY
If entrants do not intend to assign all rights in their designs to USA TODAY, they
must not participate in this contest. All rights to use, sell, reproduce and alter the
submitted designs reside with USA TODAY.
12. All prizes are guaranteed to be awarded. Odds of winning will be determined
by the number of eligible entries received. All federal, state and local taxes are
the sole responsibility of the prize winner. Prizes are non-transferable.
13. No responsibility is assumed for any lost, misdirected or late mail.
14. For the name or names of the winners or winning groups, send a selladdressed, stamped envelope to: USA TODAY Collegiate Challenge Winners List.
1000 Wilson Blvd., 19th Floor, Arlington, VA 22229.
15. Promotion ends on March 26,1999

$2,500

*Your ad can be larger or smaller but proportions must be equal.
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FROM BACK PAGE

Christie finished with 11 points,
nine coming from three point baskets. Will Solomon, Adam
Allenspach and Dustin Braddick
each finished with eight points.
For the second game in a row, all
members of the Clemson basketball team received playing time.
Jermel Douglas, a walk-on from
Rock Hill, finished the game with
four points. J.D. Powell, from
Westminister, played two minutes
for the Tigers.
"1 am glad we got to play some of
our younger players," said Shyatt.
Virginia also played all of its
players,
including
walk-ons
Marcus Martin, Brandon Lyons and
Jason Dowling.
"I'm glad our fans got to enjoy
f&ur guys enjoying the game," said
Shyatt.
The Tigers cannot revel in the
victory for long. The team will
travel to Durham on Saturday to
take on the number one team in the
nation, the Duke Blue Devils.
"We are going to enjoy the challenge. We have a chance that not
many people have an opportunity
to do, and that is play the number
one team in the nation. With that
goes a great challenge. I am glad I
am going to have a chance to go
into that facility with our players
and check the outcome," said
Shyatt.
"We are excited, we are going in
knowing that we have nothing to
lose. We are just going to go in and
try and play as hard as we can," said
Mclntyre.

DUKE

FROM BACK PAGE

Duke applied full-court pressure to
pull within 13 points. Clemson led
43-30 at half time.
The first half was not all roses
for Clemson, however. Erin Batth
reinjured her knee at 10:24 in the
first half.
"The whole team was inspired
with Erin's play and her being there
inspired us," said Davis. "When she
went down and injured the leg
again it was like letting the air out
of the sail."
Duke (21-5, 13-1 ACC) opened
the second half with a 15-6 run,
while Clemson missed 10 of their
first 11 shots. Duke managed to pull
within four during the first 6:05.
Clemson then built a five-point
lead with 5:29 remaining. Michele
VanGorp hit a pair of field goals to
bring the Devils within one at 6867 at the 4:19 mark.
Umoh scored the next five
points with 1:12 remaining. She
sank three of four free throws
putting the Tigers up 76-69 with 46
seconds remaining. Duke responded with two three-pointers. Umoh
and Anderson answered back hitting one of two free throws overwhelming the conference leaders
-»80-75.
VanGorp, whose season average
is 16 points per game, led Duke
with 35 points and 11 rebounds.
"We planned on playing her
one-on-one," said Davis. "I didn't
think she could beat us by herself,
she almost did."
Umoh scored nine of Clemson's
final 12 points, including seven free
^ throws. Amy Geren finished with
11 points. Teammate Nikki
Blassingame, who was in foul trouble early, collected a game high
nine rebounds.
The Lady Tigers prevented
"Duke from becoming the first
school in JMCAA history to go
undefeated in men's and women's
conference play during a single season.
"They have a very talented
perimeter game, all of them are
-tremendous shooters," said Davis.
"We beat a solid basketball team."
Duke Head Coach Gail
Goestenkors said, "The [Lady
Tigers] really put it together."
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Clemson athletes perform well in the classroom
► A record number ofstudent athletes make the
Honor Roll.
Louis GARMENDIA
sports editor

The report card just came in for
the 464 student-athletes at
Clemson, and they are making the
grade. A record 180 student-athletes earned selection to the honor
roll for the fall 1998 semester,
according to statistics released by
the Clemson Athletic Council. The
cumulative GPA of the student-athletes was 2.68, the highest fall
semester GPA in school history and
the second highest overall.
Included in these statistics are
38 members of the dean's list and 16
who made the president's list. Nine

KRIS

programs improved from the fall of
1997 and all athletic programs currently have a career cumulative
GPA of at least 2.32. The overall student body average last semester
was 2.75.
The baseball, golf and men's

track programs posted their best
GPAs ever, while the women's tennis team had a 3.18 GPA. Seven of
the nine team members made the
honor roll and it was the eighth
time in the last nine semesters the
program and at least a 3.0 GPA.

Men's swimmer Will York,
women's
swimmer
Jennifer
Mihalik and men's basketball player Tom Wideman were awarded
Weaver-James-Corrigan
Postgraduate Scholarships for
excellence in the classroom.
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major league career were just days
away, Benson had Tiger Town on
his mind.
"It's a lot of fun playing professional ball, but you do miss a lot,"
Benson said.
"When you're playing college
ball, you have a more team-oriented game, the coaches are more
involved and you have the whole
college atmosphere."
"I enjoy coming back to
Clemson, and now that I've moved
back to Atlanta, I'm only a couple
of hours away. It's definitely great
to see everyone again and I've been
able to go to some football and basketball games."
While the current Tigers were
on the field and getting their season started, Benson and several
other former Clemson baseball
players watched from just behind
home plate. Among the former
Tigers to return were Ken Vining,
Scott Clackum, Matt White and
Matthew LeCroy
They watched their old team
from a different perspective and
cheered when catcher Brian Ellis
led off the first inning with a home
run.
After the Tigers took the early
lead, Benson began to see a little of
his old team in the 1999 Tigers.
"In 1995, we hit a home run to
open up our season and we ended
up going to the World Series,"
Benson said. "They've got a great
team with a lot of experience.
They've really got the all-around
package. Although I don't think
they'll hit too many home runs,
they're returning the majority of
the line up that hit over .300 last
-year."
Prior to Saturday's game, the
weekend festivities continued with
a special tribute to Benson and two
other former Tigers. Clemson
unveiled its new Olympic
Showcase, which features the
Olympic jerseys of Benson, LeCroy
and Billy Koch.
After the game, Benson left
Tiger Town for his home in
Atlanta. In just two days, he would
be leaving for sunny Florida and
spring training.
While making it to the Pirates
is his goal, Benson knows that
everything takes time.
"I'll probably spend a little more
time in triple A, unless someone
gets hurt," Benson said. "I had a
rough first half of the season last
year, but the second half went pretty much how I wanted it to. I
thought I was going to get a call up
(to Pittsburgh), but things didn't
work out so I'm shooting for this
year."
While the Tigers begin their
quest for a College World Series
championship, Benson is ready to
begin his major league career.
"From what I hear, I'll probably
get a call up somewhere around
June first," Benson said. "I know
that as long as I do the things that I
need to do, things will take care of
themselves."
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Tigers run strongly while preparing
for upcoming ACC Championship
► Virginia Tech Classic presented a preliminary faceoff between ACC teams.
HEATHER WALKER

staff writer

The Clemson men's and
women's track and field teams were
running strong last weekend as the
men's team competed in the U.S.
West Sprints in Colorado Springs,
CO, and both teams competed in
the Virginia Tech Classic in
Blacksburg, Va. The squads will be
preparing to face-off with the other
ACC schools this weekend when
they compete in the ACC Indoor
Championship, also in Blacksburg,
Va.
The men's competition in the
U.S. West Sprints last Friday proved
to be successful for several individuals on the team. Sophomore
Sultan Tucker came in second in
the 60m hurdles event with a time
of 7.75, which is not only an NCAA
provisional qualifying time, but is
also currently the eighth fastest
time in the nation so far this season.
Two Tigers placed in the 200m dash
event, as senior Kenny Franklin
placed 10th with a time of 21.37 and
junior Charles Allen came in 13th
at 21.51.
At the Virginia Tech Classic on
Friday and Saturday, the freshmen
stood out for the men's team with
strong performances. Freshman
Ato Modibo placed in two events,
coming in third in the 400m with a
time of47.29 and fifth in the 200m
with a time of 21.36. Freshman
Ryan Demers came in eighth in the
1000m at 2:30.13. Senior Davidson
Gill also gave a solid performance
by finishing fourth in the 800m
with a time of 1:49.99. In the field
events, the freshmen continued to
be strong competitors. Freshman
Doug Ameigh came in second in
the high jump with a mark of 611".
Freshman Keith Rzewuski placed
fifth with a throw of 51'41/2" in the
shot put event.
"This is a good, solid team," said
men's Head Coach Bob Pollock. "We
have more youth on the team than
before, but they've done really well
up to this point."
The women's track and field
team also competed well at the
Virginia Tech Classic. Junior
Shekera Weston placed fifth in the
400m with a time of 53.80, and.
sophomore Julie Stackhouse came
in 17th in the 800m at 2:17.77. In the
60m hurdles freshman Kyana
Elder had a time of 8.64 and finished eighth.
In the field events, sophomore
Jamine Moton won the shot put at
49'0 3/4", an NCAA provisional
mark. Sophomore Dana Copeland
placed 13th in the high jump at 5'1
3/4" and 21st in the long jump at
1711 3/4". Freshman Sheri Smith
placed 17th with a mark of 18'3 3/4"
in the long jump.
Both the men's and women's
teams will be heading for the ACC
Indoor
Championships this weekend.
The women will be entering into
the competition with a team composed of several athletes ranked
among the leaders in the ACC. The
Lady Tigers lead the conference in
three of six field events, and even
broke an ACC record in the pole
vault. Freshman Erin Nett leads the
league in the pole vault after setting
the new ACC record at 11113/4".
The Lady Tigers also hold the
second place slot in the ACC for the
pole vault with a mark of 11'5 3/4"
set by sophomore Mandy McLane.
Jamine Moton is the defending
ACC Outdoor shot put champion
and leads the league in both the
' weight throw (57'5 3/4") and the
shot put (49'01/4").
In track events, the top runner in
the conference for the 60m dash is
Shekera Weston, with a time of
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7.34. Senior Nikki Bouyer ranks "We want to keep it [the tradition]
second in the ACC in the 60m alive."
Almost half of this year's team is
hurldes (8.34) while the 4x400m
relay team ranks third in the league made up of freshmen, but Pollock
(3:48.72).
doesn't see this
as a point of
The Lady
major concern.
Tigers look to
He has been
continue these "This is a good, solid team.
impressed with
top-rate per- We have more youth on
their
perforformances, and
mances thus far
to challenge the team than before, but
the competi- they've done really well up and feels that the
experience and
tion when they to this point"
knowledge of
meet up with
the upperclassother
ACC
BOB POLLOCK
men will "allow
teams at the
Head Coach of Clemson Track & Field them to lead the
championship
way for the
this weekend.
freshmen."
The men's
Pollock
team will head
to the ACC Championships ranked knows that the competition will be
19th in the nation and the defend- tough and foresees a three-way bating ACC Champions of the past tle between Clemson, NC State and
two years. A win this weekend North Carolina. He feels that the
would be the seventh title for the depth and overall quality is greater
Tigers in the '90s. It would be the for these teams. To keep up the
team's rich tradition, the Tigers will
seniors'third title.
Coach Pollock knows that the have to give their best perforTigers will be laying it all on the mances. But Pollock believes his
line this weekend. The sophomores team is prepared.
"It's going to be fun, it's going to
and juniors have never lost.
"We've got so much to lose, but be exciting, it's going to be hard
we've got so much to gain," he said. fought," he said. "But they're ready."
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Too bad they don't make
one for your heart.
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Defensive gameplan pays off for women's
team in upset victory over Blue Devils
► VanGorp's 35 points were not enough to
keep Dukes perfect record inACCregular
season conference action.
Louis GARMENDIA
sports editor

The Lady Tigers redefined the ACC with their 8075 win over Duke and, in the process, redefined the
phrase "bend but don't break defense." The Lady Blue
Devils' Michele VanGorp scored 35 points, including
23 in the second half, but it was not enough to prevent her team's first ACC loss this season. Clemson is
now one game out of a three-way tie for second place.
"You have to stick to the gameplan and we thought
that was the best chance," said Clemson Head Coach
Jim Davis. "I didn't care how many VanGorp got, I just
jwanted to hold them down on the perimeter."
Davis proved to be prophetic. Throughout the
game, he conceded the inside to the 6'6" VanGorp in
order to prevent the ACC's leading three-point shooting team from getting on track. Duke was 2-8 from
three-point land in the first half and hit both of its
second half three-pointers with less than a minute
left.
"Coach Davis said if she scores 30, we will win,"
said senior guard Itoro Umoh, who scored 15 of her
24 points in the second half. "We played really
aggressive and they couldn't get off their threes."
After pulling away in the first half and watching

Duke climb back in the second, Clemson traded baskets down the stretch after Duke pulled to within 5149 with 1145 remaining. The Lady Tigers had an
answer every time on the offensive end, mostly in the
form of seniors Umoh and Natasha Anderson.
Anderson finished with 24 points, including nine in
a crucial second half stretch.
"Natasha Anderson answered," said Davis. "She
came up huge."
Duke was up to the challenge and VanGorp
scored 10 of the team's next 14 points.
"We kept telling our post players, 'Front her! Front
her! Front her!' I didn't care if they went for the lobs on
the backside."
But Davis changed things up in the final minutes.
After a timeout with 3:53 left in the game, he decided
to shade VanGorp with a double team that denied
her from getting the ball. The Lady Tigers then went
on an 8-2 run that effectively sealed the win.
"They have great senior leadership," said Duke
Head Coach Gail Goestenkors. "Every time we got
close, we couldn'tget over the hump."
After the game, the Clemson coaches and players
enjoyed their biggest win of the season on their last
home game.
"It always feels good when you execute the gameplan," said Umoh.
"They believe in what we do defensively," said
BATTH TIME: Erin Batik (22) drives around Duke's Michele VanGorp (31) to
Davis of his players.
get a clean shot of the hoop.

QUYEN NGUGBV.I.J I

Lady Yellow Jackets zapped by Clemson in Littlejohn 59-41
► Erin Batth returns to the
court and energizes the
team.

Tiger defense though picked up for
the weak offense by holding
Georgia Tech scoreless for the first
seven and half minutes of the game.
By that point, the Lady Tigers had
already jumped out to a 10-0 lead.
"We certainly made up for the
[slow start on offense] on the defensive end," Clemson Head Coach Jim
Davis said. "Our defensive effort
was exceptional."
The Lady Tigers covered their
slow shooting start on offense by
dominating the offensive boards
and getting put backs to put points
on the board. Nikki Blassingame
pulled down eight rebounds in the
first half while scoring six points.
She finished the game with an
impressive double-double, scoring

BRIAN PEARCE

staff writer
The Clemson Lady Tigers continued their march toward the ACC
Tournament with an impressive
69-41 victory of the Georgia Tech
Yellow Jackets. Clemson was paced
by a spectacular game on the defensive end. The victory kept the Lady
Tigers in fourth place in the ACC, a
game ahead of NC State.
The beginning of the Thursday
night game was no thing of beauty.
Clemson only shot 37.5 percent in
the first half and a mediocre 38.5
percent for the game. The Lady

10 points and collecting 16
rebounds.
A big factor in the Lady Tigers
victory was the return of sophomore Erin Batth from a knee injury.
Batth only scored six points and
grabbed one rebound in 15 minutes
of play, but her presence energized
the Lady Tigers.
"I am so proud of Erin Batth,"
Davis commented. "That may have
been the inspiration for the team. I
think she is the best post defender
in the league. It is a great relief to
have her back."
The Yellow Jackets' offense was
also limited by the Lady Tiger
defense in the second half. Georgia
Tech once again took four and a half
minutes to get on the scoreboard in

the second half, letting the Lady
Tigers extend their half time lead to
34-19. From there Clemson did not
look back and cruised to a comfortable victory.
Georgia Tech superstar freshman Niesha Butler was kept in
check by Clemson guards Amy
Geren and Itoro Umoh. Butler was
able to score 21 points, but most of
them came after the game was
already out of reach.
Georgia Tech was not able to
successfully use any of their other
options and the offensive end and
ended up shooting a lowly 23.4 percent for the game.
Clemson was led in scoring by
guard Amy Geren, but even she had
an off night. Geren scored 15 points

but only shot three of 14 from the
field. Itoro Umoh also had a slow
game only scoring two points in 29
minutes of play. Davis realizes that
the Lady Tigers can still win when
Geren has an off game.
"When Amy [Geren] has a bad
night she knows someone is going
to step in," he said.
A key offensive factor for the
Lady Tigers was the dreaded free
throw line. Clemson was able to
connect on an impressive 18 of 20
from the charity stripe. The Lady
Tigers did not miss any free throws
until the dwindling minutes of the
second half.
"We've been a good free throw
shooting team," Davis said. "It's a
very important part of the game."
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"Exam Basket"
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654-8026 or 1-800-654-8026
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At Valvoline Instant Oil Change® we not only
know what we're doing. We love doing it.
Our full-service oil change includes up to
7 quarts of Valvolme* oil, a complete maintenance check by
our Super-Pro* certified technicians, and free fluid top-offs.
Best of all, Clemson University students, faculty and staff
receive *3 off a full-service oil change -just show your Clemson ID
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Seminoles get chopped by the Hgers
► It was a sweet Valentine's
Day for the Tigers, beating
Florida State 78-45.
BRIAN PEARCE

staff writer
Terrell Mclntyre 18. Florida State
17.
A pretty impressive halftime
score? Well, that excludes the rest of
the Tiger offense who added an additional 20 points to give the Clemson
Tigers a 38-17 halftime lead over the
Florida State Seminoles.
Mclntyre was able to keep even
with Florida State at 23-23 until the
14:38 mark in the second half as
Clemson cruised in a 78-45 St.
Valentine's Day massacre of Florida
State.
Clemson guard Terrell Mclntyre
exploded for a career high tying 29point performance including seven
three-pointers. Florida State's defense
could never find an answer for
Mclntyre, who seemed unstoppable
at times.
After being criticized during the
week for taking too many shots,
Mclntyre showed that he is capable of
carryng the team, especially with the
help of the rest of his teammates.
Tom Wideman and Harold
Jamison also proved to be a force for
the Tiger offense on Sunday. Like the
waking of a giant, the Clemson start-

ing interior players came alive to
combine for 28 points and 23
rebounds. Florida State was not able
to contain either player in the second
half as the two big men made offense
look easy.
It would have been hard to believe
that Clemson was the 2-9 ACC team
and Florida State was the 5-5 ACC
team by watching the Sunday afternoon match up.
Clemson dominated in all aspects
of the game and proved to be the
superior team while giving the fans a
satisfying blowout victory.
Clemson Head Coach Larry
Shyatt was pleased with his team
after the victory.
"As always I am happy for the
guys, especially to see them smile on
occasion and enjoy something," he
said.
The Tigers certainly enjoyed this
one as they were able to play the
entire line up including walk-ons J.D.
Powell and Jermel Douglas. The only
thing displeasing for the fans was
that neither walk-on was able to get
on the scoreboard.
Clemson changed the starting line
up against Florida State by adding
senior Tony Christie at the off guard
instead of freshman Will Solomon.
The move proved effective as Christie
got the Tigers off to an exciting start
by shooting his hang time on an
impressive dunk over one of the

Florida State defenders.
Christie also added an early threepointer to pace the Tigers in the early
going.
The Clemson defense stymied the
Seminoles for the entire game. Florida
State was only able to muster 45
points while shooting a measly 30.4
percent for the game. Shyatt was really happy with his team's defensive
play.
"Finally, they broke out of some
slumps," he said. "Most of all defensively. It was a pleasure to watch
them guard for a long period of time
today."
Clemson shut down Florida
State's outside play, holding the
Seminoles to only 22.7 percent from
the three-point line. Terrell Baker and
Ron Hale, the players who killed the
Tigers in Florida State's victory over
Clemson in Tallahassee, were held to
a combined 13 points on four of 16
shooting.
"We would no longer put four people choking the post on this particular team," Shyatt pointed out. "[We]
Made it a little bit harder to pop that
ball back to Hale and Baker."
The victory improved Clemson's
standing in the ACC by showing that
they are not in a season-long slump.
The Tigers will next try to beat up on
the Virginia Cavaliers before hitting
the road for two tough games against
Duke and Maryland.
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SUPPED OUT: Tom Wideman loses control oj the ball during tnejirst
half of Sunday afternoon's game as FSU's Terrell Baker applies pressure in the paint.

Baseball season begins with a sweep
► Kansas State leaves Tiger Town
winless in three games.

Wildcats, who committed eight errors in the
game, had three in the first inning that led to
two more Tiger runs.
The Tigers then added three more runs in
the third and one in the fourth to take a commanding 8-0 lead. But the Wildcats were not
about to give up.
After pitching four shutout innings, Mottl
ran into some trouble in the fifth. The Tigers'
starter was tagged for a pair of doubles, a
triple, a sacrifice fly and a pair of walks in the
inning. The Wildcats plated five runs, closing
the Clemson lead to 8-5.
But the Tigers held on to their lead, thanks
to a strong relief performance from Thomas
Boozer.
Boozer, a freshman from Columbia, made
a strong impression on Leggett during his
Clemson debut. The 61" southpaw allowed
only two runs in four and one-third innings
of relief while striking out two and walking
none.
"You're always wondering what you're
going to see from a freshman," Coach Leggett
said afterwards. "But he came in and did a
nice job today."
Despite the Wildcats' late rally, the Tigers
and Boozer held on to a 10-7 victory on opening day.
On Saturday, the Tigers' opening weekend
continued. Prior to the game, the team
unveiled its new Olympic Showcase, which
featured the jerseys of Tiger 1996 Olympians
Kris Benson, Billy Koch and Matt LeCroy
LeCroy Clemson's career leader in home
runs, stayed at Tiger Field to watch a familiar

sight.
Trailing 3-0 in the fifth inning, the Tigers
turned to the long ball to take control of the
game. Patrick Boyd and Henri Stanley each
RYAN LAWRENCE
launched three-run home runs in Tigers'
senior staff writer
eight-run fifth inning.
Coach Jack Leggett and company could
Clemson's comeback started when Justin
not have asked for a better start to their 1999
Singleton laced a single to right. Brian
baseball season.
Holstad followed with a walk and then
Last weekend, the Tigers scored 10 or
Bradley LeCroy laid down a picture perfect
more runs in three straight games en route to
bunt to load the bases.
a sweep over Kansas State at Tiger Field.
After freshman third baseman Khalil
Leggett credited the wins to his club's hot
Greene's sacrifice fly, the fireworks began at
bats and consistent defense.
Tiger Field.
"We swung the bats real well," Coach
Boyd's blast to deep center brought the
Leggett said. "And we had just two errors in
crowd to its feet and gave the Tigers their first
the three games and I feel good about the way
lead of the day.
we played defensively, especially our infield."
One run and four batters later, junior outThe opening day festivities began at Tiger
fielder Stanley stepped to the plate with two
Field last Friday afternoon. Former Clemson
on and just one out.
Ail-American pitcher Kris Benson threw out
Stanley then ripped the Tigers second
the first pitch to officially mark the beginthree-run homer of the inning to give his
ning of the season.
team an 8-3 advantage.
Clemson's former ace then handed over
Junior Matt Additon and freshman Steve
the ball to the Tigers' current ace, junior right
Reba held the Wildcats offense to only one
hander Ryan Mottl. After holding Kansas
run in the final four innings and the Tigers
State in check in the top of the first inning,
held on to their second straight win over
Mottl received some support from his teamKansas State, 10-4.
mates.
On Sunday, the Tigers completed the
Catcher Brian Ellis started the Tigers' torthree-game sweep with a combination of
rid offensive weekend by leading off the first
early offense and strong starting pitching.
inning with a home run. Ellis became the
In his first start of the season, junior Mike
first Tiger to lead off the season with a home
Paradis allowed just four hits and one
run since Shane Monahan accomplished the
unearned run in five innings to pick up the
feat four years ago.
victory.
Clemson then took advantage of Kanas
Paradis received all of the offense he
State's consistently poor defense. The
would need early in the game. The
Tigers plated nine runs in the first
four innings en route to an 11-3 win.
Clemson second baseman Kurt
Bultman finished 3-for-4 with a
home run and three RBI.
Boyd, who underwent shoulder
surgery on Monday, went 2-for-4
with two runs scored on Sunday
afternoon.
Boyd is expected to miss four to
six weeks to recover from the
surgerv. •
Boyd, the 1998 ACC Rookie of the
Year, played in three games and started two over the weekend against
Kansas State and went 5-10 for the
series with six runs scored.
"Hopefully it will not turn into
anything major," Leggett said. "He'll
be out for a while and were going to
need some other guys to step up."
The Tigers do not return to Tiger
Field until March 3, when they host
the Citadel. This Thursday, Leggett
will take his club to Nevada to take
part in the UNLV/Coors Desert
Classic. Among the schools competADAMTHOMAS/phoMalm'r
ing in the weekend tournament are
SAFE Kurt Bultmann (18) slides into home plate Sunday afternoon as Kansas catcher Tim Doty
UNLV, Washington and Creighton.
receives the ball a second too late.

Clemson tennis
teams play hard

► The men jell to Minnesota at
home while the women fell to
Iowa.
BRIANNE MCCARTHY

staff writer
Both the Clemson men's and women's
tennis teams were in action this past week-.
end. At home, the men split the weekend
beating Minnesota, though falling to
Southern Methodist in a close series of
matches. The women traveled to Indiana
University and lost their away contest 8-1.
The Minnesota squad was ranked 23rd
in the nation entering the match versus the
Tigers.
Pablo Bellagamba and Brad
Emendorfer won their singles matches in 3
sets while Tomasz Boniecki took his opponent, Thomas Haug, in straight sets. The
double mathces also contributed to the
Clemson win. Josh Goffi and Bellagamba
won 8-5 and Ryan Bauer and Juis Garcia
took their match 8-4. Clemson beat
Minnesota 4-3.
Tenth ranked Southern Methodist beat
Clemson despite Bauer and Boniecki's winning matches in the sinlges competetion.
In doubles, the Goffi-Bellagamba and
Bauer-Garcia combinations both continued playing well and won their matches. It
wasn't enough for the team victory as
Clemson fell short by a point, 4-3, to SMU,
putting their record at 2-1 on the season.
The women faced a tough Indiana team
as they lost the meeting, 8-1. The lone
Clemson point in the defeat was to freshman Carmina Giraldo. The loss to Indiana*
dropped Clemson to 1-3 thus far this season. The women have a chance for immediate redemption this Saturday as they
travel to Auburn to take on the Tigers.

CHRIS YATES/^mor staff

SA-WING: Sophomore Josh Goffi gave his
all against Southern Methodist.
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A Tough Fight
► Both tennis teamsfall in
tough weekend matches.
Page 23
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Lady Tigers take a sweet victory
► The women's basketball team Davis said.
Clemson (20-5,10-5 ACC) doused the
blemish Duke's ACC record.
Devils' hopes of tying the league
record for most consecutive games
HOLLI ARMSTRONG
staff writer
won in conference play. The record,
obtained by Virginia during the 1993The 19th-ranked Lady Tigers tarnished number seven Duke's flawless 94 season, stands at 20.
Shooting an amazing 50 percent from
ACC record by stunning the Devils 80-75
the field, the Lady Tigers' offense was too
in Littlejohn on Valentine's Day.
"All of us were elated with the win," much for Duke. The Blue Devils, the ACC
said Head Coach Jim Davis. "We are very three-point leaders, were shutdown from
proud of the girls for the way they hung behind the arc by Clemson's tight manto-man defense.
in there and fought. We
"One of our goals was to really shut
never relinquished the lead."
Surrounded by "Good Luck" banners down their perimeter shooting," said
Davis. "We did until the end when the
hung in celebration of Senior Day
game
was already decided, they threw up
Natasha Anderson arid Itoro Umoh
each scored 24 points in their final home some prayers."
The Lady Tigers jumped out early,
game appearance as Tigers.
"It was a very emotional time for us," mounting a 12-0 run to go up 26-11 with
9:29 remaining in the first half. At the
said Davis. "We are certainly proud of our
seniors. They mean so much to our bas- 3:29 mark, Clemson experienced the
game's largest lead of 19 points before SCORE: Coach Davis watches Natasha Anderson (50)
ketball team and program."
"Umoh and Anderson in particular
heat Duke's Nicole Erickson (22) to the basket. This
SEE DUKE, PAGE 20 was Anderson's final game in Littlejohn Coliseum.
played very well all day, all game long"_

ERIC CR1JVALV4'

[HONORED TALENT]

MAKNG THE BUGS
Former Tiger looks to land a spot with Pittsburgh Pirates

ADAM THOMAS/photo editor

■.

The men make
itt^\^inar^w
► Clemson emerges/mm the conference cellarandexactsrevenge,,
against Virginia. : - • ; : -: • ■
SARAH MOLL

assistant sports editor

There is truth to the statement home
court advantage, as the Clemson men's
basketball team is realizing. This week the
Tigers have had redemption against two
ACC teams that had previously beaten
them on their home courts. The Tigers
defeated Florida State on Sunday and
Wednesday night defeated the University
of Virginia 88-65 at Littlejohn.
Clemson won the tip and never looked
back. The Tigers never trailed in the game.
Andrius Jurkunas drilled two early three
point shots to put the Tigers up 11-5.
"Tonight we looked like a team that
wanted to win and was fearless," said
Head Coach Larry Shyatt.
The team was very in sync tonight, distributing the ball well. A power slam
dunk by Harold Jamison off a feed from
Terrell Mclntyre put the team up 24-15.
Jamison ended the game with 15 points,
eight of them coming off slam dunks.
Jamison ended the half for the Tigers by
sinking two free throws. At the'half, the
Tigers led 42-27.
Tony Christie was on fire in the second
half. He had the team's first eight points of
the half, six coming off three point baskets and the other two off an alley-oop
dunk fed from Jurkunas.
Virginia could not find a rhythm at
anytime during the game. As a team they
shot 29.6 percent in the first half and 46.7
percent in the second. The Cavaliers ran
into foul trouble very early in the game.
Forward Chris Williams had three early
fouls and fouled out with eight minutes
remaining in the game. He left the game
with 13 points.
Clemson shot 48.1 percent in the first
half and 58.1 percent in the second. Points
were very evenly distributed for the
Tigers.
"Guys were really looking for each
other and looking for the open man," said
Terrell Mclntyre. Jamison was the leading
scorer for the Tigers with 15 points and 12
total rebounds. Jurkunas and Mclntyre
each had 13 points. Jurkunas was three for
three from the three- point ark. Mclntyre
was two of four from three- point land.
SEE

UVA, PAGE 20

REUNION: Coach Leggett exchanged afirm handshake with pitcher Kris Benson in the locker room where a trophy case
has been dedicatedto his baseball career.
RYAN LAWRENCE

senior staff writer
aseball has always been a game
rich with traditions. Prior to the
| start of each contest, everyone
honors their country by singing
the national anthem. During the seventh
inning stretch, the crowd honors the
national pastime by singing "Take Me Out
to the Ballgame." And before every season
and meaningful game, someone has the
honor of throwing out the first pitch.
Last Friday, the Clemson baseball team
celebrated opening day and took part in all
of these traditions.
As the crowd grew eager for the game
to start, a familiar face made its way to the
mound to throw out the first pitch. A tall
and lanky right hander held the ball and
looked a little too comfortable as he took
the mound.
After he reared back and released the
ball a rather unusual event took place.
Kris Benson, the former Clemson AilAmerican and number-one pick in the

Bj
i

1996 Major League draft, pitched the ball
into the dirt.
The crowd at Tiger Field responded
with a sarcastic cheer.
"I had to show them that I was older
than I look," Benson joked. "I had to give
them what everyone sees on TV, you have
to throw a little dirtball in there."
During his career at Clemson, the term
"dirtball" was not in Benson's pitching
repertoire.
In the 1996 season, his last at Clemson,
Benson blossomed into one of the top
players in the nation. He won his first 14
starts and compiled a 2.02 earned run
average. In 156 innings, he struck out 204
batters.
The man that had thrown the dirtball
had walked just 27 batters three years ago.
Has he lost his touch? No. Is he a little
rusty? Maybe.
In the next month, Clemson's former
ace will get the opportunity to work out
the kinks that come along with the off
season. Last Tuesday, Benson left Clemson

again.
Only this time he's going to Bradenton,
Fla., where he's hoping to make it onto the
Pittsburgh Pirates Major League roster.
"The way I see it, there's a spot for me on
the team," Benson said of his chances. "I
just have to go out there and prove that I'm
ready and prove that I can get Major
League hitters out."
While Benson is looking forward to the
upcoming season, he was glad to have the
opportunity to come back to Clemson and
take part in the opening weekend festivities.
"It's one of the great honors, to come
back here and throw out the first pitch,"
Benson said. "I've had a lot of great memories here and this is just one more to add to
the collection."
And the fans at Clemson have had the
opportunity to share many of those memories.
While spring training and the start of a
SEE

KRIS, PAGE 20

S VATES/senior staff

SAIL AWAY: Chucky Gilmore bowls over
Virginia's]osh Hare on the way to the
bucket.

' Shakespearean play storms into the Brooks Center
ANDREA

M.

DEGAETANI

senior staff writer

L TEMPEST: Miranda (Alison Burpee) acts a scene with Ferdinand
(Michael Short).

This Tuesday marked opening
night for the Clemson Players' performance of William Shakespeare's
The Tempest. Under the direction of
Chip Egan, the Players presented an
innovative, somewhat post-modern interpretation of a Shakespeare
classic, which proved to be most
effective in capturing the audience's
interest.
. I sat waiting for the first scene to
begin and watched people enter the
Bellamy Theater. Much different
than a traditional auditorium or
proscenium layout, the Bellamy is a
black box theater. The space is
much closer and the atmosphere
much friendlier, which in turn provides for a more personal engagement with the play for the audience.
This affect was also influenced by
the staging for The Tempest, which
was an arena design. In other
words, the central action of the play
occurred in the center of the room
while the audience was seated all
around it. Arena staging allowed
for successful representations of the
two primary locations for action in

. 'One person can
make a difference'

The Tempest:, the ship and the
island.
"The notion of an island begs for
an arena," said Egan. "I wanted to
land the audience on the island
along with the characters for an
intense theatrical experience."
Such an experience, however,
began even before the ship wrecked
at the island, for the very storm that
causes the incident was a most
intriguing display. As smoke filled
the room, so too did the Doors song
"Riders of the Storm." The smoke
and music lingered into the first
scene in which the Queen of
Naples' ship is tossed by a horrendous storm. While some of the
audience watched the Queen and
her company perform in the center
of the floor, the rest of the audience
surrounded the spirit Ariel as she
cast the storm upon them from a
level above. This brings us to another aspect of the set worth mentioning, which is the use of an upper
and lower level.
According to Egan, the actual
Globe Theater was itself multileveled. By incorporating two levels-the floor and a raised metal
scaffold-Egan not only recreated a

realistic set of Shakespeare's time,
but a dynamic perspective of
which the audience can take
advantage. This element, however,
may be the only traditional touch
in the Players' rendition of The
Tempest, other than, of course, the
words spoken. Black boxes, metal
ladders and industrial platforms
comprised the heart of the set as a
minimal, post-modern portrayal of
Prospero's island. This is not to
mention the simple, yet appropriately characterizing costumes such
as Ariel in her purple tie-dye or the
masked Caliban in his shackles.
Ariel (Lisa Mercer) and Caliban
(R.W. Smith) both rendered outstanding performances. Ariel was
performed with unique personality
and disposition, and greatly accommodated the character of Prospero.
Caliban was perhaps a little overdone in his interpretation, only at
first. Ultimately, he illustrated an
effective contrast to the other characters as his traumatic existence
was clearly emphasized. In addition, a wise and aged Prospero
(Kermit Brown) contributed much
SEE

PLAY, PAGE 6

[THREESOME]

TOOD ALLEN

Time Out edtior
•

Attention all you aspiring directors and producers!
The Twelfth Annual Christopher Video Contest for all
college students has been announced.
To enter, students must interpret the theme, "One
•Person Can Make a Difference." Any style or genre is
possible and variety is expected. From various forms of
animation to documentaries, the possibilities are limitless.
* Entries may be created using film or video, but must
be submitted on 3/4 inch or VHS tape only and must
be five minutes or less in length. The contest is open to
all currently enrolled college students, on both the
'undergraduate and graduate level. Students may enter
more than once, but an official entry form must accompany each video. The deadline for entries is June 18.
Those interested in entering the contest can find an
entry form available on the Christophers' web site at:
http://www.christophers.org.
Father Thomas McSweeney, Director of The
Christophers, announced this year's competition, saying, "From my many years as a college professor, I know
that college is a time of idealism as well as creative
vision. This competition taps into that spirit while
affording us a glimpse of tomorrow's talent." Many students who have won this award have gone on to careers
in Hollywood.
The non-profit Christophers organization began in
•1945 by Father James Keller who believed that "media
could be an influence for good." Based on the JudeoChristian concept of service to God and all humanity
the Christopher message is addressed to people of all
faiths. Father Keller's dream has been realized through
this competition.

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY CHRIS Y/mVsenior staff

MUSIC MADNESS: A college music tour brings Babe The Blue Ox, The Interpreters, and Trinket to
Edgar's Pub Monday at 8 p.m.

FUSION VAN
Three-band tour hits campus next week
ELLIOTT SOUTHARD

SEE

WIN,

PAGE
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assistant Time Out editor
The popular craze these days is to
get a group of musicians or
bands together, put them on a
tour together and watch the profits
soar. And it makes perfect sense to do
it that way Concert-goers are much
more likely to pay higher prices if
they are going to get to see more than
one band In March, Clemson will be
the host to a very large one of these
music festivals featuring such country
acts as George Strait and the Dixie

Chicks. However, for those of you that
can't wait until March for a good
music festival, then you are in luck.
Next Monday night, Edgar's will be
hosting a music festival called Music
Madness: The College Tour of the Year.
The tour will feature RCA recording
artists Babe The Blue Ox, Trinket and
The Interpreters. Clemson will be the
sixth stop on this college tour of 19
schools across the nation including
schools from the ACC, SEC, the Big
Ten and the MAC. The tour kicked
off last Tuesday night in Columbia at
the University of South Carolina.

The Madness tour is being sponsored by Tommy Hilfiger Toiletries,
The Associates Visa, Foot Locker,
Rock the Vote and RAINN (Rape
Abuse Incest National Network.) And
frroceeds of the show will got to beneit Rock the Vote and RAINN, which
was started singer/songwriter Tori
Amos. On Monday afternoon before
the show, the sponsors will have tables
set up in the Loggia. Free T-shirts, CDs,
coupons, and cologne and perfume
samples will be given away.
SEE VAN, PAGE
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The price of victory
Like most of America, I am sick and
tired of hearing about the Clinton
scandals. The national soap opera has
run its course and the guy with the white
suit has been left to die of a gun shot
wound to the heart. Who says honesty is
the best policy? Apparently not our president.
However, let's look past the partisanship
and past the fact that President Clinton
couldn't morally hold a stripper's pasties.
Let's forget that many witnesses against
Clinton, such as Mary Mahoney (a former
White House intern who was murdered
right before she was going to go public with
her story of sexual harassment in the
White House), Ed Willey (a trusted advisor
and fund raiser for the Clintons who apparently committed suicide the same day his
wife Kathleen Willy claimed Bill Clinton
groped her in the Oval Office), Jerry Parks
(head of Clinton's gubernatorial security
team in Little Rock who was gunned down
in his car at a deserted intersection after he
threatened to reveal confidential material
about Clinton) and many other so called
"friends" Clinton stepped on and apparently left for dead during his rise to the presidency. Let's forget the fact that he cheated
on his wife on numerous occasions and disgraced his family and the office of the president. Let's also forget the fact that if I had a
wife like Bill Clinton does, I probably
would have done the same thing he did.
Honestly, who can blame him? The deck
was stacked against him from the beginning. The Republicans and Starr were out
to dig up any and all dirt they could find
on Clinton and no matter where he turned
his zipper kept on sliding down. I guess
even his tailor was against him. Damn
those faulty zippers. It's hard to find good
help these days. Lastly, the peace de resistance as Clinton's own defense team stated
during the hearings, all Americans have a
subconscious bias toward Arkansas natives.
Superman himself couldn't have prevailed
under these conditions.
Let's forget all these points because they

have been ruled out by the "moral" majority
and I use that term "moral" very loosely, as
personal issues between the Clinton family.
However, let us not forget the one issue that
kept the impeachment process rolling.
After being placed under oath by the
Grand Jury, did Clinton commit perjury?
I don't care how many of you women
out there want to defend the president
because he is cute or because you have
applied to be an intern at the White House
this summer and now you think you have a
shot at becoming the First Lady. It doesn't
matter. The question still remains, did
Clinton lie under oath?
In one word, yes. And as Kenneth Starr
would yell, can I get a
witness up in here? Oh
yeah I forgot. They're
all dead. Stop your
stammering. I know
what line of argument
you are going to try to
defend the president
with next. "According to President Clinton's
definition of sex, he did not lie to the Grand

Jury."
Excellent situational ethics argument
which only falls short when we apply it to
personal daily use. Let's take something as
trivial as stopping for a red light at an intersection. One driver interprets that red light
to mean that he must stop and then proceed with caution through that intersection. The next driver's definition of a red
light is that one must slow down and proceed with caution through the intersection.
And finally, the last individual interprets
the red light to mean all clear and proceed
as normal. Needless to say, following this
line of thinking an accident will occur and
spots will have to be removed from dresses
by dry cleaners. You would then argue that
this incident does not follow common
sense. To which I would answer, neither
does Clinton's defense. Just because you
define an act differently than someone else
does not make you right. If I am speeding
and an officer pulls me over and asks me if

the most honorable thing to do. Second, if
I realized I was going above the posted
you find that you have trouble completing
speed limit and I honestly with no
number one and are stuck in a marriage of
desire to be untruthful tell him I was
convenience,
as it appears the Clintons are,
unaware of the speed limit sign I still
receive the ticket. Ignorance does not justify cheat responsibly. Don't cheafc with women
you don't want to get caught with or can't
an action if it is unlawful Clinton is not
keep their mouth's shut. (Yes, I do realize
exempt from committing a sexual act just
you could take that last statement in more
because in his warped mind he defines a
than one context, especially concerning
sexual act as something different than the
Miss Lewinsky.) I mean, look at President
rest of America.
John F Kennedy. He at least historically
You know all the sleaze balls in the
appears to have cheated on his wife with
world have been waiting for an patsy just
Marilyn Monroe, the most beautiful actress
like Clinton to set a precedent. They have
in the world at that time. Who did Clinton
been trying to sell the American public for
cheat on Hillary with? Yeah, it is enough to
years now that it was all right to slander
turn your stomach. Oh well, to each his
adversaries, lie to colleagues, get stooges to
bump people off, and leave own. Third, if you get caught with your
pants down around your ankles, don't try
your friends and families
to shuffle toward the door and create a
looking like complete
scene
like Clinton did. Don't deny it; apoloidiots to pick up your
mess. Apparently, the ends gize then and there, seek the country's forgiveness, and chalk it up to a personal matdo justify the means. For
ter between you and your wife. Come on,
example, in Clinton's case,
your wife or husband or whatever the case
as long as he was lying for
may be at the very least is not going to leave
a good cause, it was all right.
you until your term is over anyway. Lastly,
Apparently a black and white textual
and
most importantly, as president, you
law which states that lying under oath is
must remember to, whenever your schedan impeachable offense doesn't hold any
ule permits, play golf with Kenneth Starr. It
weight in our legal system anymore.
Clinton's reason that he lied in order to pro- would also be helpful if you let him win
most of the time. We can make light of the
tect his family from the embarrassment of
Clinton scandal now, but in reality it is sad
his misguided deeds seems to be an exceptthat Americans agree with this morally
ed argument against perjury nowadays.
decrept individual's actions. It is also sad
You know, I really wish he would have
that apathy kept a nation from seeing the
thought of that embarrassment before he
truth. America should hang its head in
dropped his drawers. Good god, I think we
shame when a beer guzzling, smoke 'em if
can all agree with one point. In order to
respect the institution of the family and the you got 'em kind of college student as
myself has to be the moral voice for this
presidency, Clinton should have kept it
great nation.
zipped at least until he got out of office.
America needs to wipe the grey from its
Well, there is no use beating a dead
horse. The precedent has been set. The pres- eyes and start discerning what's right and
wrong again. Otherwise, darker days are
ident has lied under oath, admitted to it,
and gotten away with it, and now the coun- ahead.
try will just have to suffer with its misfortune.
Todd Allen is a senior mapring in political science.
So with this in mind, let me give some
E-mail comments to-timeout@tiger.clemson.edu.
advice to all you future presidents out there.
First, being faithful to your wife is always
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W&ndering Message kept afloat by images
KEVIN CHALK

staff writer

| You couldn't ask for a more
Ippportune time to release this
■novie. With Kevin Costner, a hopefcssly romantic story line, and
Bvery young lady's heart afloat,
Message In A Bottle is destined to
■)p the Valentine weekend box■ffice. It doesn't have to be that
■ood, either.
It's a timeless tale: a woman finds
m passionately written letter in a
pottle and falls in love with the
fgentleman's choice of words. But
with today's tracing techniques (I
guess only if you work at the newspaper), that woman can actually
pinpoint who wrote the letter and
where he lives. So, she takes a week
or so off and decides to meet the
unknown man with the heartthrobbing penmanship (Costner).
And he's a looker, all right, so the
two easily fall in love, even though
he's still not over losing his wife (to
whom he sent the bottled letters),
who died over two years ago.
Tis the season for love, and
Message In A Bottle arrives just in
time. In fact, it could pose as a handbook for the romantically inclined.
Not because of its romance elements, but because it's an absolutely gorgeous use of production values.
Just call it "How to Swoon a

Woman Even If You're Dry As the boat, there's an underlying hinToast" because, well, the film's two drance to the relationship, which
headlining stars really aren't that we know all along, and the film
exciting, as you may well know. never touches upon it until the very
Guys, take note. The walks on the end. Here's a guy who has lost his
beach, the romantic dinner in the one true love, but he's still not sure
cool coastal breeze, the early-morn- if he can ever love again. It's an
ing sail... it all seems to work. Or interesting predicament, but until
maybe the white crashing waves, that point arrived, I was wondering
the cuddling under a blanket by a if there even was a point. I bet it
roaring fire, or the gentle birds works a little better on paper in
floating in the foggy morning sky Nicholas Sparks' touching novel.
will do the trick. It's a romantic's
And what's with this recent
delight (and
trend
of
an
action
romance dramovie fan's
MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE
mas drowning
worst nightin
sorrow?
mare). In fact,
Message
In A
Company: Warner Brothers
it may just be
Bottle
could
Rated: PG 13
a bit too perhave been conReview: Sfeffeffe
fect. Be caretent, but it had
ful that you
to wander into
aren't carried
treacherous
away too easily, because you may waters. The same thing happened
just forget for what you came.
in last year's equally sumptuous
I had to remind myself that City of Angels, which garnered
although images speak louder than about the same criticisms as this.
words, our two bottle-crossed lovers But as it stands, the film should
do have some explaining to do. It quench all the leftover Valentine
doesn't help that these characters spirits. It's a dazzling display of
aren't very interesting. Theresa idyllic images-so beautiful, in fact,
(Robin Wright Penn) is a dull that we forget that there was ever
divorcee who loves her son and her anything inside this Message In A
job (I guess) and Garret (Costner) is Bottle.
a dull fisherman's son who can't
break from his past. Although they
have perky marshmallow fights
and they make love on the deck of

LIKE A ROCK: Paul Newman insures a burgeoning romance in thisfilm.

FATHER AND SON: Kevin Costner and Paul Newman star in new
romanticfilm based on a novel by Nicholas Sparks.

CAMPFIRE: Robin Wright Penn discovers that loves appears in the strangest places.

Small Irish comedy is Devine
BRAD TINSLEY

staff writer

It is true what they say, good
things do come in small packages,
and Waking Ned Devine is the
•*■ proof. This Irish comedy is not a
big budget blockbuster, but what it
lacks in scale, it makes up for tenfold in quality.
* The film takes place in a quiet
little town in Ireland named

Tulaigh Morh, where everybody
knows everything about everybody
else, and they all have the same
basic desire-to win the national lottery. So, when the townspeople find
out that someone in their area has
won, two old friends, Jackie (Ian
Bannen) and Michael (David Kelly),
decide to sneak around and find out
who it is. When they discover that
that an old buddy, Ned Devine, has
the winning ticket, they quietly pay

LOVERS: The subplot of this movie is the love story between Maggie
Toley (Susan lynch) andPigFinnQamesNesbitt).

him a visit only to find out that he
is dead. And being the mischievous
devils they are, they decide to fool
the lottery inspector into thinking
that Ned is really alive so that they
can snag his earnings.
The premise is reason enough to
see the movie, but it is the two lead
stars who demand your attention.
Bannen and Kelly make this a truly
enjoyable movie; they each have
their own unique look and personality, which compliment each other.
Bannen is a robust looking gentleman with a perpetual grin and a set
of rosy red cheeks to match. Kelly is
short, rail-thin, and wears a perplexed expression on his face,
which invokes a bit of humor on its
own. His appearance and stature
are particularly effective when he is
forced to ride a tiny motorcycle
totally naked (well, not totally, he
wears a helmet and goggles). This
one particular scene is worth the
price of admission alone; it is guaranteed to spark a fit of sweat-induc- BLOKES: Ian Bannen and David Kelley sneak around tofoil a naive
ing laughter.
townsperson's lottery winnings in Waking Ned Devine.
The two Irish chaps also keep
the movie churning with their idea that they are trying to rip off Hollywood's most memorable
scenes archive. Jones also succeeds
unusual charm. They look so jolly the recently deceased.
I also applaud Kirk Jones for his with the beautifully shot cineand good-natured that you cannot
direction and matography, which captures the
help but be won
WAKING NED DEVINE
over by their
especially for lush green color of
Ireland's stunning hillsides.
his
witty
child-like attiCompany: Fox Searchlight
script.
The And to round off the list, there is a
tudes and antics.
Rated: PG
movie is full nice, peppy Irish score that fits well
Bannen and Kelly
of fun scenar- with the light mood of the film.
honestly seem
ios
which
As you can see, Waking Ned
like they have
mesh together Devine is a well-rounded comedy
been good friends
forever, which makes their portray- to form a pleasantly sound comedy. that is sure to become a classic with
al of Jackie and Michael that much The image of Kelly on the motorcy- time; it is certainly one of the best
more natural and easier to accept. cle and another involving a phone films of '98. You can catch it down
And this is necessary to offset the booth are bound to be placed in at the Astro now till Thursday.
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Honey And The Bees
Bzzz
nVu

Bzzz...Have I got some news for
you. Honey And The Bees' debut
album is pop-rock like you have
never heard before. The typical
pop-rock sound is destroyed by
the addition of brass and string
sections that turn this album into
something completely funky.
Don't be fooled when you first
put the album in. The initial
track, "Time Machine," has an
orchestrated Broadway feel providing the album with a quite
spooky introduction. As the
album continues, you discover
the diversity that envelops it.
"Wanna Be Bad" pumps out pure
funk and contains lyrics that
many college students can relate
to: "I'm studying the bar scene
And my grades go up, down, up,
down." Then you will find simply
splendid pop sounds in songs
such as "Honey And The Bees."
There is also the classical influenced "Little Womans Tears,"
which is topped off with sweet,
emotive vocals. The ultimate
track has to be "Milestown," an
obvious tribute to jazz-wonder
Miles Davis, where one can find
influences of jazz, R&B and funk.
This album has it all. The
well-written arid nicely performed vocals are the only things
that remain consistent throughout the album. Honey And The
Bees prove that the consistency of
a band is not important as long as
you are consistently good. This
group manages to successfully
combine the sounds of several
genres into one nicely crafted
album. Instead of finding yourself bored, you'll finding yourself
wondering what the next track
will bring.

88.1 FM

1 Built to Spill
2 The Gloria Record
Sfl-Ctati!

3 Karate
IteBedisinkOcw-Soutkrn

4 Sleater Kinney
Gttllp-KillMSIar

5 Various Artists
KMfifl-liyi

6 Pinehurst Kids
MinnesotaM-Maim founds

7 Honey and The Bees
8 Various Artists
9 Buckwild
lOGoober Patrol
IkUfi^lifitmolSeitqM-FMMorils

-Katie Hudson

MusicReviews
Keith Washington
KW
MCA Records

Keith is back! If you guessed
Keith Sweat, you are wrong. If you
guessed Keith Murray, you are
wrong again. It's Keith Washington!
Yes, he finally crawled out from
under that rock after all these years.
His latest CD, simply titled KW has
13 tracks that consist of slow, sensual love songs with a touch of jazz
and soul. All of the songs focus on
one of the following: dating, cheating, falling in or out of love, broken
promises, and pain and heartache.
The musical rhythms
are
easy listening and very unique
because they combine jazz, soul
"and a little rhythm and blues. "You
Sure Love To Ball" is just one of the
songs that captures this special
mixture of musical melodies. The
music is great, but the lyrics need a
little work. First of all, the lyrics are
too repetitive. You hear the same
words over and over and over again.
Come on, surely Keith can do better
than this. He had plenty of time to
expand his vocabulary and learn
some new words. Think about itHe's been on "vacation" since 1993,
which is when his last CD, titled
You Make It Easy was released. Hey,
what a minute. Maybe that is why

he's been gone so long-he ran out of
words to sing! Also, the lyrics do
not flow together as smoothly as
they could. The words sound like a
bunch of mumbo jumbo that he
just threw together. Did Keith know
what he was doing when he
recorded this CD? Uh, don't think
so. It seems he was just in a rush to
get back into the music industry.
Inspite of it all, some of the
tracks are fairly decent. For
instance, "I Warned You" and "No
Matter" have pretty good beats.
They are somewhat entertaining. "I
Don't Mind" mentions something
about menage-a-trois (Hold up!
Stop the music! He really should
have left that alone!). Anyway,
"Bring It On" is actually played on
the radio, so if not the best song, it
has to be one of the best on the CD.
A remix of this song is included as
a bonus track on the CD, which is
really not necessary because it
completely destroys the song.
Don't rush out and buy this CD,
but don't forget about it either.
Keith has some work to do, but the
CD is okay. Even though he's just a
little out of sync, he deserves a
chance.
-Brooklyn Walker

tchcockjjA i

Robyn Hitchcock
Storefront Hitchcock
Warner Bros.

This album is a live recording of
an acoustic show by Hitchcock.
Normally I really like live CDs
because you can actually feel like
you were there with the rest of the
crowd. However, this CD is different. I am very glad that I was not
there when this disc was recorded.
The actual songs on the CD weren't
that bad, they were just mediocre.
However what made this CD so
bad was dialogue from Hitchcock
between the songs. I am not sure if
he thought he was doing a segment
of Storytellerson VH-1 or what, but
he talked entirely too much. And it
would have been a different story if
what he had said was interesting,
but he simply rambled on about
boring nonsense, trying to be overly philosophical..
Hitchcock is English and naturally had a heavy English accent. I
personally don't have a problem
with accents, but Hitchcock's
seemed to rub me the wrong way. I
was praying that the dialogues
between each song would end as
soon as possible because his voice
was so annoying.
In terms of the actual music
aspect of the CD, it wasn't bad. The
guitar riffs were decent and the
singing had potential. The only
problem with the music was that it
seemed at times to be a continuation of Hitchcock's senseless dialogues, and that really turned me
away from it.
The bottom line with this CD is
that it sucked. I have been reviewing CDs here for over a year and a
half and have encountered many
CDs that I thought sucked.
However, I always managed to get
through the review without coming out and saying it. However,
there was no avoiding it with this
CD. It just sucked so bad that I
could not help but say it. In other
words, I would take my money and
set fire to it before I would even consider buying this CD with it.

*

Heritage Pointe
Apartments
One & two bedroom apartments • Swimming Pool • Tennis Court • CAT Shuttle

Stove
Refrigerator
Dishwasher

Microwave
W/D Connections
Laundry Room

Take Hwy. 123 toward Easley, Exit on Issaqueena Trail (next exit past Hwy. 93) Turn left,
Heritage Pointe is on the left, 1 mile from the exit ramp.)
Approximately 3 miles from Clemson University.
Leases available for immediate move-in. Also leasing for May and August

Call 653-7717

After Hours: 654-3444 . 888-0200 • 647-2268
A Burton Properties Community
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-Elliott Southard
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the kings of '80s synth-pop, was
quite unexpected considering that
they began as just three teenagers
with three guitars.
Though their name (taken from
a French fashion magazine) seemed
as pretentious as, say Spandau
Ballet, they had no "intention of
joining the punk backlash of the
Various Artists
trendy New Romantics who,
Hempilation Ifreetheweed
donned in frilly costumes, toyed
Capricorn
with futuristic keyboards to the
cold sound of the techno godfathers
Kraf twerk. DM switched to the syn»*•
thesizer merely due to its ease and
Why do they always give these affordability
to me? It seems that for some reason
On the first three tracks of this
I always end up with these weird historic collection, its easy to detect
CDs or rather topics that involve a the crude and thin production concertain something something. Well sidering that they were backed
hell, its free and there ain't nothing only by a small record label and
I like more then setting some time forced to hastily record in a tiny
aside to listen to a collection of eight audio-tracked studio in a conmusic devoted to the bliss of its lis- verted church. The pulsating beat
teners and their minds.
of an early drum machine almost
With names like Willie Nelson* overpowers Vince Clark's simplistic
and George Clinton, Gov't Mule lyrics (sung in David Gahan's
and Jimmie's Chicken Shack spread monotonous baritone) and synlike jelly throughout the album, it thetic noodling.
spelled nothing but good news for
Nothing sensational, but the
me and my ears. Each track has a kickoff tune, "Dreaming of Me," is
different mood, almost a separate an absolutely delightful slice of
feeling that only adds to the overall careless twee-pop as it bounces
effect of the whole swelling ride along to a sunny keyboard hook.
which takes the listener really high "Just Can't Get Enough" also suffers
about ten minutes after you begin from silly lyrics ("We slip and slide
to absorb the initial effects, and as we fall in love") and redundant
places you softly on the ground
when you want to come down.
With a variety of music ranging
from country to rock to reggae, this
album has everything that a fan of
the stuff could look for. Each track
takes you down a separate version
of that artist's feeling of what it
means to him or her. Titles like
"Free to Choose," "Sidemousin' the
Bong," "Let's Get High," "U.S. Coast
Guard Dope Dog," "Light Up or
Leave Me Alone," "Don't Bogart Me,"
and "Let Me Roll It" gives the listener the idea that this is a pro-marijuana album. Yet it is more then
that, it is an awareness album and a
personal must for those of you who
appreciate both good music and the
reason it has come together on this
album.
-Brandon Smith

Depeche Mode
The Singles 81-85
Reprise

$$$$;{*
The, evolution of Depeche Mode,
from their humble beginnings to

Hey, comic fans!
We Carry'Em All: Marvel, DC,
Image, Manga, Etc., Supplies, Too!

DISCOVER
102 North Clemson Ave. • Downtown Clemson
654-2210 • open 9AM • 9PM Eight Days A Week

title repeating, yet it somehow
becomes pleasing and infectious all
the same.
All this ear candy was bound to
lead DM to compete for Duran
Duran's teen-idol crown, but Clark
went elsewhere (to form Yazoo and
later Erasure), leaving the group's
survival in a critical condition with
a naive Martin Gore to take the
songwriting reins.
We immediately hear him
repeating the fluffy formula, with
more pop ditties like "See You" and
"The Meaning of Love" (both written when he was only 16), but then
he developed his darker, introverted side, which later dominated the
rest of Mode's career, with moody
pieces which first surfaces in the
dirge-like, "Leave In Silence," ("I
can't stand this emotional violence"). It is certainly an odd
choice for a single, but solid
nonetheless.
Gore later went on to address
more social concerns as '83 rolled
by, expressing criticism of Adam
Smithian economics in "Everything
Counts" ("The grabbing hands grab
all they can, all for themselves") and
the almighty himself in the
weighty "Blasphemous Rumors"
("God's got a sick sense of humor,
and when I die I expect to find him
laughing").
He neither breaks any new

ground nor achieves any humor,
but the intention rings clear
through the cold and calculated
synthetic blips and bleeps and is
aided by Gahan whose voice appropriately develops to become more
dynamic with every passing track.
Gore is at his most personal
when he lends his own vocals to the
wistful "Somebody," in which he
yearns for that person who, "cares
for me passionately" and "will put
her arms around me and kiss me
tenderly." Of course this sappy sincerity can cause some teeth grinding, but at least he's thrown his
heart on the table for all of us to
hear. Its beating is paired with only
a gentle piano.
Possibly the most crucial step in
their development was adding
Alan Wilder to the line-up, who
brought much of the attention
back to the music with his experimental, and yet danceable, studio
wizardry that shines in the quirky
S&M themed "Master And
Servant," ("Domination's the name
of the game / In bed or in life it's all
the same") which shifts between
manipulated voicing, multimelodies, alternating techno beats
and industrial sound bytes.
Yes, Depeche Mode can be hailed
as an early industrial band considering the analogue sounds that
come from both the rhythmic and
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random beating of pipes, bars,
chains and other various metal
objects.
All of these grand factors (progressive sound samples, insightful
lyrics and catchy melodies) converge on "People Are People," a
standout track with an egalitarian
theme criticizing irrational hatred
and later becoming an international breakthrough for the band and
established a devoted following in
the States.
And the rest was history. In five
short years Depeche Mode, became
the synth-pop superstars, influencing hundreds of bands in their
wake. They even helped end the
Cold War, considering their popularity in eastern Europe.
Much of this was due to the
superior material that they produced during the latter half of the
decade (nicely chronicled on
Singles 86-98), but this compilation
is still essential to anyone who's
ever had a passing interest in the
band or '80s pop music in general.
Even more dedicated DM fans,
who recognize all the track titles,
might want to pick this up, since
the formerly rare Some Bizarre version of "Pnotographic" is much
more developed than the original
and worth the price of admission
alone.
-CiayKriese
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Students will be judged by a
blue ribbon jury comprised of representatives from the media, academia and the Christopher's board of
Directors on three criteria: how
well students capture the spirit of
the theme, artistic and technical
proficiency, and adherence to all
contest rules. Winners will be notified on Sept. 3.
The winners will receive cash
awards of $3,000, $2,000 and $1,000
for the top three entries. Their work
will also be featured on the syndicated
television
program
Christopher Closeup. This television program reaches millions of
viewers both here in the United
States and abroad via the Armed
Forces Network.
The Christophers believe that
everyone is an individual who can
better society through their insight.
As their theme states, "It's better to
light one candle than to curse the
darkness."

VAN

FROM PAGE
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As mentioned earlier, there
will be three bands featured in
the Madness tour. Babe the Blue
is a trio from New York. The
unique think about Babe is that
it consists of two females and
one male. In an age of male
dominated alternative music,
Babe is a refreshing change from
iilie same old stuff that we are
accustomed to hearing.
Their latest album, The Way
We Were, was released in 1998. It
inlcuded the song, "Basketball,"
which was a top 20 hit in college
radio last year. The song is going
to hit the commercial market
sometime this month, so keep
your ears open for this unique
trio.
The second band on the tour
is from one of the best cities in
America for college music,
Athens, Ga. Following the footsteps of such bands as R.E.M.
and Dayroom, Trinket hopes to
be the next big thing to come
out of Athens. The band likes to
refer to their music as "classic
rock for the 21st century." I like
to refer to it as good.
«i They are able to have a hardedged sound without being to
overpowering and stay original
all at the same time. Their first
album, Your Head Is A Shimmer,
was produced by R.E.M.'s
Michael Stipe. Trinket has also
gained exposure by touring
nationwide with the ESPN
Xperience tour.
The final group in the tour,
The Interpreters, reigns from
Philadelphia. In an age where
punk is making its way into the
mainstream, The Interpreters are
doing what they can to lead the
way. Their sound is characterized by strong guitar and slashing vocals. Their debut album,
Back In The USSA, was originally produced by Freeworld
Recordings, but when it became
defunct, RCA snatched the band
up and re-released the album
with two additional tracks. The
Interpreters have received praise
fem a variety of sources, including Rolling Stone, who said,
"Sustained, exploding-guitar
crescendos prove that the one
thing missing from other '90s
£ower pop is... well, power. Plug
this in and compare." With a
review like that, it is easy to see
that these guys are here to bring
the noise.
It is rare that three bands
with the caliber of these guys
are in the same town on the
%me night. We are lucky
enough to have all three bands
on the same stage, so come on
out Monday night and see a
show that promises to blow the
roof off the joint. Tickets are five
dollars and are available at the
door and the show starts at
eight.
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to the talents of the other actors, for
he is not one the Clemson Players.
Brown appeared as a guest from the
Actors Equity Association and has
worked in regional theaters all over
the country. His experience was
evident through his commendable
performance of the powerful
Prospero.
If you have not seen the
Clemson Players' The Tempest yet,
you may or may not still have a
chance.
Though there will be showings
on Saturday and Sunday, all performances are sold out.
However, you won't miss the
complete Shakespeare experience if
you catch the Shenandoah
Shakespeare Express. The showings of the Merchant of Venice and
Macbeth will appear at the Brooks
center Feb. 21 -24. '
Various worshops and lectures
will also be conducted daily by the
Shenandoah Shakespeare Express
throughout the previously mention
dates. These events are free to the
general public. Come ask the actors,
producers and directors their take
on Shakespeare's classics. The
numerous times and discussions,
allow everyone to delve into the
mind of the greatest English playwrite.
For tickets call the Brooks
Center box office at 656-7787.

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY SPRING AWARDS
As the spring gets underway, there are five awards
available for outstanding students, faculty and staff.
Applications (and nomination forms for the advising
award) are available in 707 University Union from 8:00
a.m. - 12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday. If
you have any questions, please stop by or call (656-0515). Applications
are due by March 8th, 1999.
Frank A. Burtner Scholarship: Given to a student (rising junior or senior) who
displays exemplary leadership qualities and has an outstanding academic record. Cash
scholarship.
Algernon Sydney Sullivan Student Award: Presented to senior students (who
graduated in August or December 1998 or will graduate in May 1999), one male and
one female, for service to campus and community.
Norris Medal: Given to the best all-around graduating senior student (who graduated
in August or December 1998 or will graduate in May 1999). The Norris Medal is
considered the most prestigious award given to an undergraduate.
Matt Locke Award: Awarded to one students for outstanding leadership with regard
to service and devotion to mankind and Clemson University.
Frank A. Burtner Advising Award: This award will be an annual cash prize for the
advisors of students or student organizations who excel in developing students in the
areas of leadership, devotion to duty and service.
For the Frank A. Burtner Award, complete the form and attach a
letter of nomination describing the contributions of the nominee to the
development of the students in leadership, devotion to duty and
service to students. Please return the form and letter to the Office of
Orientation, Leadership and Disability Services in 707 University Union
by March 8,1999.
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Get ready to ROCK with the
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Featuring three of the most cutting-edge bands of iQQQ
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The Way We Were"
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FRIDAY, FEB. 19

THURSDAY, FEB. 25

• Dayroom, King
Slender and Uncle Mingo
at the Magnolia Street
Pub. 10 p.m.
• SMO at Backstreets.
10 p.m.
• Mountain Express at
Area 51. 10 p.m.
• Zendaddy at McP's.
10 p.m.
• The Tempest at the
Bellamy Theatre. 8 p.m.
• Control Freak at
Loafers in Charlotte. 10
p.m.

• Retried Confusion at
Backstreets. 10 p.m.
• Dance Party at TD's.
9 p.m.

SATURDAY, FEB. 20

FRIDAY, FEB. 26
• Rich at Main St.
Garage in Seneca. 10
p.m.
• Chronic at
Backstreets. 10 p.m.
• The Lippnikies at
Tiger Town Tavern. 10:30
p.m.
• Selma Raid at Tiger
Town Tavern. 10 p.m.

• Centerline at McP'S.
10 p.m.
• The Pleasantdales at
Area 51. 10 p.m.
SATURDAY, FEB. 27
• Centerline at McP's.
10 p.m.
• Neintown Still at
Edgar's. 9 p.m.
TUESDAY, MARCH 2
• Karaoke at TD's. 10
p.m.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 3
• Dave Alvin, with
Robbie Fulks at the

5th String Bluegrass
Band at the Handlebar.
10 p.m.

Handlebar. 10 p.m.
THURSDAY, MARCH 4
• Dance Party at TD's.
10 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10
• Gove Scrivenor &
Jack Williams at the
Handlebar. 10 p.m.
• Rich at Explorer's.
10 p.m.

FRIDAY, MARCH 5
• Sourwood Honey at
Area 51. 10 p.m.
• Chronic at
Backstreets. 10 p.m.
• Paul Skyland at
Edgar's. 9 p.m.
• The Lippnikkies at
Ridgeway's. 10 p.m.

THURSDAY, MARCH 11
• Spider Monkey w/
Big Sky. 10 p.m.
MONDAY, MARCH 22

SATURDAY, MARCH 6

• Uncle Mingo at
Backstreets. 10 p.m.

• Steve Kaufman w/

• Sunny Day Real
Estate, MK Ultra, and
Heroic Doses at the 40
Watt in Athens. 10 p.m.
• Zendaddy at McP's.
10 p.m.
• The Tempest at the
Bellamy Theatre. 8 p.m.
• Control Freak at
Midtown Sundries in
Pineville, N.C. 10 p.m.
MONDAY, FEB. 22
• RCA's Music
Madness College Tour at
Edgar's w/ Trinket, The
Interpreters, and Babe
the Blue Ox. 8 p.m.
TUESDAY, FEB. 23
• Karaoke at TD's. 9
p.m.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 24
• Patrick and Patrick
at Tiger Town Tavern. 10
p.m.

STRIKE A POSE: Lippnikkies will play at Ridgeway's on March 5th with their delicate style ojfunk flowgoodness.

Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb. 18)
If I were you, I'd start paying a
little more attention to my friends.
But I'm not you, because if I were
you, then you'd be me. And I don't
have any friends, so there's no reason to pay any attention to them.
If I did, I'd just be talking to myself,
and then people would start to
wonder about my mental stability.
But, as it stands, you're you, so just
live it up with all your cool buddies. Have fun. I'll just sit at home
and think about how mentally stable I am. No really, it's OK.

Aries (March 21 - April 19)
Whine, whine, whine. All you
do is whine. "Why don't I ever get a
good horoscope?" Well, here it is,
just so you'll shut up. This coming
week will be filled with glorious
opportunities for you. Cows will
fart out gold coins at the very sight
of you. Beautiful people will fight
each other just for the chance to be
your love slave. Every place you
step, fragrant flowers filled with
diamonds will bloom in your
honor. Is that happy enough for
you, you frickin' loser?

Pisces (Feb. 19 - March 20)
_ Hmmmm. A turkey baster. Not
exactly the most romantic
Valentine's Day gift, but useful
nonetheless. Think of all the
things you can do with a quality
turkey baster. You can use it to
wash your back in the bathtub,
water your plants with it, or suck
'out liquid from those hard to reach
places that need liquid sucked out
of. You could even get really crazy
and use it to baste a turkey. Maybe
your significant other is trying to
tell you something about your
'cooking. Or about your bathing
habits.

Taurus (April 20 - May 20)
I've discovered your secret. You
can't hide it any longer. All these
years, people have just thought
that you were stupid, when really
you just weren't trying. This little
"playing dumb" game won't cut it
any longer. I've put the word out to
all your teachers, and they expect
improvement within the next couple of weeks. So get off your lazy
ass, put down that beer, and get to
studying. NOW.
Gemini (May 21 -June 20)
Sometimes people do weird
things when they've been drink-

ing. Things that they wouldn't
normally do. Things that they
wouldn't want other people to
know about. Sometimes, when
people do these things, they tell
themselves that they will never
drink again. This usually lasts
until the next weekend comes
around, and they rediscover that
there is not much to do in Clemson
besides drink.
Cancer (June 21 -July 22)
Egypt-it's just like the beach,
except there's no water and lots of
camels.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
You seem to be able to talk
your way out of just about any situation. But, I have a word of
warning for you. The police are a
little bit harder to persuade than
your professors or friends. And I
don't even think that your friends
would agree that hooking up free
cable after your cable box mysteriously becomes unlocked constitutes entrapment by the police.
But good try.
Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept 22)
This past week you may have
noticed a few items missing from
your room. Nothing major, just a
toothbrush here, a book there. But
what really worries you is that you
wake up every morning with dirty

feet. Well, I hate to break it to you,
but you have a problem with sleepwalking. Every night you walk to
my apartment, and leave all your
crap at my doorstep. I'm getting a
little sick of it. Please come pick it
up before my neighbors get pissed
off. Except that cool little purple
thingy. I'm keeping that.
Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22)
Why are you so concerned
with other people's sex lives lately? Geez, if I didn't know better,
I'd think you were incredibly sexually repressed or something. I
mean it's not'like you're hopelessly infatuated with someone you
can never have. And it's not like
you had to watch this person get
it on with someone else this past
weekend. I mean, if any of that
stuff happened, I could understand you being a little bit, uh,
frustrated. But it didn't, so snap
out of it.
Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov. 21)
Oh boy, are you in for a treat this
week. Magical unicorns with big
froofy cotton candy tails will
descend from the sky to whisk you
away to the land of milk and
honey. There, you will be attended
by servants who will jump at your
every beck and call. There will be
dancing girls (and boys), and fountains flowing with a warm

chunky substance that you will
find hard to identify. Then you
will wake up in a pool of your own
vomit, and wonder where the hell
you are.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec 21)
You can't hide behind that normal facade any longer. Behind
that polo shirt and those khaki
pants lurks a rebel waiting for a
cause. You see all these kids with
their piercings and wacky colored
hair and are strangely intrigued by
their disregard for authority.
You've even considered getting
something pierced yourself Then
you remembered that piercing
involves a large hollow needle
being gouged through your flesh,
and can take several months to
heal correctly. Khaki pants are relatively painless.
Capricorn (Dec 22 -Jan 19)
So, you have this weird fascination with bees, poopie, and cows
lately. It's a phase. You need to
focus more on boys, beer, and sex.
And if that doesn't work you can
always focus more on your inner
self. I hear that the Union is offering a short course in Meditation,
Aromatherapy, and Bath& Body
Works. Perfect for the soriority girl
in all of us.
-Stars read by Q.T. Itaro

